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Home Out of Range?
The search for a dream home often
turns into a nightmare, with escalating
real estate coses purring even modest
homes our of reach. Ending the housing
crisis won't be easy, bur professors and
students at USD's Real Estate Institute
are searching for solutions.

Opening New Doors
As the Donald P. Shiley Center for
Science and Technology wraps up its
first academic year, we roured its labs
and classrooms for a glimpse at some of
rhe ways in which the building is fulfilling its promise co revolutionize science
education at Alcala Park.

Diamond Polishers
A championship ream celebrates on the
diamond, bur the artful crafting of a successful baseball club begins in the general
manager's office. This year, alumni Bill
Bavasi of the Seattle Mariners and Theo
Epstein of the Boston Red Sox will square
off in rhe American League and find our
if either has shaped his ream into a World
Series winner.

departments
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Campus Almanac
New hope for families barding to help
their children; a student-community
alliance for change. Also: super-sized
internships; spirituality at work.

Alumni Almanac
Mary Lehman '91 joins the fight game.

Also: building hope in Africa; tales from
a perpetual bridesmaid.

10

Faculty Almanac
Professor Paul Turounet's border arr.

Also: health help for women; new
teachers get a hand.

12
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Sports Almanac
Jim Harbaugh leaves the NFL co coach
the Toreros. Also: a rough end to the
basketball season; swimmer Ashley Swarr
heads co the NCAA Tournament.

Alumni Gallery/Class Notes
Megan McKernan 'O1 finds racing a
drag; a group of business grads pass on
their know-how co teens.

In Your Own Words
Jennifer Bailey '97 talks about creating a
safe haven for foster children in her home.

Calendar
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FAM I Ly
New USD Center Helps Parents
Cope With Special Needs

by Michael R. Haskins
ancy Cornelius was at her wit's end.
She no longer knew how to help
her daughter, Amy, who was born
with CHARGE Association, a pattern of
birrh defects affecting vision, hearing,
growth and the heart. When rhe condition
led to behavioral problems that special education teachers could no longer handle,
Cornelius almost lost hope. For rhe first
rime, she considered placing her 17-year-old
daughter in a special needs facility.
Cornelius is nor alone. Just in San Diego
County, more than 6,000 new families each
year are confronted with rhe challenge of caring for a child with a disability. Many become
lost in a maze of bureaucratic agencies, red
tape and paperwork. Most don't receive or
even know about the range of information
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and services available to help them deal with
the needs of their child. Even if they did, trying to access those services ofren is a frustrating and time-consuming task.
Wouldn't it be great, then, if there was a
one-stop shop where parents could find our
about and make contact with organizations
designed to help chem with issues of education, health care, counseling and treatment?
Thar's the question posed by Moises
Baron, director of US D 's counseling center.
As a pediatric psychologist, Baron saw
coundess fami lies face the daunting cask of
figuring out how to help children with special needs. Some faced mental or physical
disabilities such as autism, cerebral palsy and
Down syndrome. Others dealt with physical
disabilities or chronic illnesses like cancer or
diabetes. And many cackled emotional

impairments or learning disabilities such as Attention
Deficit Disorder. All were desperate for help.
"What these conditions have
in common is they impact the
child's ability to function," says
Baron. "I felt we had the
resources at USD to bring
together something of great
value to these families."
Baron's solution is the Center
for Families of Children with
Special Needs, a unique collaboration among USD's professional
schools and community agencies that provides a single entry
point for families to identify
and access the resources they
need to cope with and adapt to
their child's needs. Baron began
designing the center three years
ago, and today ir encompasses
programs from the schools of
education, law and nursing.
"The center is congruent
with USD's mission of service to the community; it mobilizes our professional schools
to help with counseling, legal advocacy and
health services," Baron says. "USD is coming together as an organization to serve families, and at the same rime is training professionals in education, law and health care."
The center is allied with the Exceptional
Family Resource Center, a network of five
offices in San Diego and Imperial counties.
The EFRC fields close to 13,000 inquiries a
year, many of which now are funneled to
USD, where professors and students rake on
the cases. The nursing school's pediatric
nurse practitioner program offers health consultations, interns from rhe School of
Education's marriage and fami ly therapy program provide family counseling, and the law
school's new Special Education Legal Clinic,

created specifically to be a part of the center,
offers legal advocacy and consultation .
"To our knowledge, no other universitybased center is as comprehensive as this one,"
Baron says. "Families now have a place they
can call and be referred to the right service,
and that service will be provided effectively."
Nancy Cornelius, for example, was referred
to the legal clinic. Students there worked
with school officials to find an appropriate
placement for her daughter, who now is in a
private program and still lives at home.
The legal clinic, which opened a year ago,
was the first program within the Center for
Families of Children with Special Needs to
go live. The clinic, which students cake as a
for-credit class, offers services ranging from
simple "counsel and advise" sessions all che
way through legal representation at hearings.

just in San Diego County,
more than 6,000 new families
each year are confronted with
the challenge of caring for a
child with a disability.
The most common cases at the clinic, says
family lawyer and clinic supervisor Margaret
Dalton, involve school districts chat don't
recognize a child as having a disability that
qualifies chem for special education.
"The goal is to keep these kids in school,"
says Dalton, who several days each month
cakes students to consult with families at the
EFRC. "It's not just a matter of a family's
legal rights, chis is a matter of their lives. "
Her sentiments are echoed by Baron, who
says caring for a child with special needs can
exact a heavy emotional, physical and financial toll on families . He hopes to add a fulltime director to the center, and to permanently endow its programs.
"We don't want to replicate services
already offered in the community, we want
to identify the gaps and work to fill chem,"
Baron says. "The center serves family needs
created by the disability, because we want
these families to function as best as possible."

They Mean Business
Think internship. Then super-size it. You'll get the
kind of experience obtained by three USD seniors who
in January hopped a plane to South Africa, where they
analyzed operations at an Internee wine retailer and
proposed new marketing and finance solutions, some
of which the company already is implementing.
The trio of business administration majors - Josh
Chris Hageman, Beth Tidmore and Josh Carr.
Carr, Chris Hageman and Bech Tidmore - spent three
weeks working for Cybercellar, a wine broker in Cape Town. Along with USD graduate business students, they examined the company's niche in the wine industry. Based on their recommendations, the company is pursuing venture capital and government funding, ramping up
its Web site and looking into new markets in the United States, Eastern Europe and China.
"This was an investment in our future careers," says Carr. "It's pretty rare for undergraduates to gee this kind of experience."
le may become more common. The trip was underwritten by the Student Internacional
Business Council, a new student group char seeks out opportunities for students to work on
projects for international businesses. The group was founded in September, and the overwhelming response from students resulted in two new business courses, The Dean's Path to
Entrepreneurial Leadership and Internacional Business Consulting. The SIBC supplements
skills caught in class by connecting students to work opportunities around the globe.
"Our mission is to provide students with international business experiences that they can't
gee in the classroom," says SIBC President Jennifer Holm, "and focusing those experiences on
the importance of values in leadership. "

The New Spirit of Work
You've taken a class in ethics, right? Bue what about a class in spirituality? Answer no to the
second question, says Barbara Quinn, and your education is incomplete.
"Ethics courses encourage people to do the right thing, bur they don't always explore why
you should," says Quinn, director of US D's Center for Christian Spirituality. "Spirituality
transcends the action and examines che motivation."
To encourage professionals and students to examine how spirituality affects their work,
Quinn and USD faculty developed three courses to help participants find meaning and depth
their careers. This semester, local business leaders are exploring spirituality in an eight-week
"Business and Spirituality" course, while law students and local legal professionals are raking
"Law and Spirituality." Last fall, rhe business school offered its
first class in "Business Leadership and Spirituality. "
In each of these courses, Quinn says, che goal is to understand what spirituality is, to reflect on how it permeates life and
work, and to learn how better to integrate spirituality into the
work environment.
"We all work from a spiritual place, but we often don't realize
ic," says Quinn, who hopes to introduce similar courses in
USD's other professional schools. "These courses ask questions
like 'Are you rooted in your values at work?' and 'Do you practice what you preach?' Those kinds of ideas encourage people to
reflect on the meaning of what they are doing, rather than
going through life on automatic pilot. "

SPRI N G 2004
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Continued

Members of Tamao
Yoshida's performing
group demonstrated
Bunraku techniques.

u
"We are the nation, because the nation acts on our behalf," Ohio
Congressman and presidential candidate Dennis Kucinich told an audience at the Joan 8. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice. "We get to consciously choose the kind of world we wane."
Kucinich, who has lobbied for a Cabinet-level department of peace,
discussed "The Role of the Un iced Scares in Preventing Deadly Con Aice"
ar USD's Joan 8 . Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice on Feb. 27. He was
present as part of che !PJ's "Elections 2004," through which all presidential candidates have been invited to speak at the institute.

toward the reconciliation and reunification of North and South Korea
with the Korean Reconciliation
Award, given by a national council
of leaders from political parties, religious communities, and non-governmental agencies. Somalian Zahra
Ugas Farall returned to Kenya to continue her participation in the Somali
national peace conference. On Jan. 29,
after 14 months of talks aimed at
establishing an all-inclusive, recognized national government, Farall
reports chat for the first time in
Somali history, women and men
signed a peace agreement char stipuIares 12 percent of che newly established 275-member parliament be
women.

A Rare Performance

Congressman Dennis Kucinich faces local reporters after his speech.

Peacemakers Program
Renewed
Four women from the front lines of
human rights and peacemaking will
be in residence at the Joan 8 . Kroc
Institute for Peace & Justice chis fall
for the institute's second Women
Peacemakers Program.
The program began last fall when
a group of four women from Israel,
Korea, Kyrgyzstan and Somalia
spent 10 weeks in residence at the
IPJ. The activists shared their experiences in public forums, seminars
with students and faculty and meetings with public officials, and visited
local peace and justice organizations.
The Women Peacemakers
Program is designed co identify
women who are active in peacemaking work and have the potential to
make important contributions to
peace in their regions, and to promote the inclusion of women in
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peace negotiations and advocacy. It
was funded with a $ I 00,000 gram
from the Fred J. Hanson Foundation,
which renewed the grant for the
same amount chis year. IPJ officials
received more chan 200 applications
for last year's program.
"Women peacemakers often
work in isolation, against great odds
and with little visibility," says IPJ
Director Joyce Neu. "This program
was established so chat women from
different countries and different settings can learn from each ochers
experiences, and so their stories can
be documented ro increase knowledge and understanding of how
women strive to build peace."
Neu says rwo of the women who
participated in lasr year's Women
Peacemakers Progran1 recently
reported significant milestones.
Hyun Sook Kim Lee from Saum
Korea was recognized for her work

Tamao Yoshida could not be at
Acala Park ro discuss his work, but
the man honored as one of Japan's
"Living National Treasures" sent
USO a breathtaking performance
chat spoke volumes about his art.
Yoshida, credited with making
Japanese 8unraku puppetry the
world's most highly refined form of
puppet cheater, was one of three
men honored mis year at the mird
Kyoto Laureate Symposium. The
annual event showcases the work of
recipients of the Kyoto Prizes,
awards similar to the Nobel Prizes
chat recognize individuals who make
noteworthy contributions to
advanced technology, basic
sciences, and
arrs and philosophy.

The March 5 performance of
Yoshida's art ar a packed Shiley
Theatre was a rarity in the United
States. Bunraku puppetry requires
the combined artistry of three puppeteers, who work in concert to
manipulate the puppet and convey a
complex range of emotions. In addition ro watching the performers
who represented Yoshida, d1e audience heard about d1is history of the
art form and watched videos of
Yoshida's performances.
The other laureates honored
were: chemist George McClelland
Whitesides of Harvard University,
who pioneered a nanotechnology
technique chat will help create
machines char can store trillions of
bits of information, medicines to
detect the onset of cancer and materials chat can restore mobility in
paralyzed limbs; and physicist
Eugene Newman Parker of the
University of Chicago, who proved
the space between Earth and the sun
is filled with charged particles, thus
revolutionizing solar astronomy. At
the on-campus symposium, both
laureates lectured on their work.
The honorees received a diploma,
a gold medal and 50 million yen
(about $450,000) at a ceremony in
Japan last November. To dace, the
awards have recognized 63 laureates
- including scientists, engineers,
researchers, architects sculptors and
film directors - from 12 countries.
This year's event also introduced
the Kyoto Youth Scholar Discovery
Awards. Six high school students,
three from San
Diego and three
from Mexico,
each received
$10,000 educational awards for
wrmng essays 111
which they discussed
the inspiration they
rook from learning
about the lives and work
of the Kyoto Laureates.
The awards were handed
our at March 3 fundrais ing gala.

Students and
Civic Leaders Find
Common Ground
for Neighborhood
Improvement
by Michael R. Haskins

A

s you read this, 18 people are figuring
out how to change the world. Well,
maybe not the whole world - not
yet, at least - but a big part of their world.
They are communiry members and students
who chis semester enrolled in "Communiry,
Consensus and Commitment," a new class in
which they're learning to be leaders who bring
people together and inspire chem to find
solutions to their common problems.
The course is a bold new step for USD,
which constantly has sent forth students to
perform communiry service and professors
who assist with communiry projects, but has

"The fact is that real solutions to communiry
problems have to come from the communiry,
not from outside experts."
For three hours every Thursday night, 14
people from the San Diego neighborhood of
Linda Vista, which borders USD, join four
undergraduate students to learn about the
concept of consensus organizing - meeting
the needs of all parties to an issue and creating allies of people who might otherwise be
on opposing sides. They then learn how to
apply that concept to community issues
such as crime, housing, transportation, jobs
and education .
'The students and the people from Linda
Vista are working together to find out what
che residents of this neighborhood are looking
for, and how we can work together to help
chem get it," says junior Brenna Maize!, a
history major with extensive volunteer experience in Linda Vista. "Now, when we go out
to work wichin the communiry, we'll already
know a lot abour all che different needs and
points of view."

The class recently hosted a panel of community and government representatives.

never before invited people from the communiry to study alongside undergraduates. The
time for chat action is long overdue, says sociology Professor Judy Liu, who helped create
the course and made it part of the sociology
department's curriculum.
"Academic institutions are excellent at
studying the communiry, but not as good at
connecting with the communiry," says Liu.

Which is exactly rhe result hoped for by
Elaine Elliott, director ofUSD's communiry
service-learning center, who hatched the
notion for the course. Last year, she visited
the Consensus Organizing Institute, a nonprofit group focused on community organizing that has an office not far from campus
and is dedicated to enhancing communiry
leadership and increasing civic engagement.

She came away with an idea that would bring
together the university, COI and che community
to explore how consensus organizing can
improve Linda Vista and teach new leadership
skills to students.
Elliott proposed the idea to Liu, who agreed
to team-teach the course with members of
COL While Liu built the syllabus - which
covers the history of activism and organizing, as
well as local politics and civic history - Elliott
landed a grant chat enables che community
members to attend the course free of charge.
"Students at USD have many opportunities
to work with youth, but not as many chances to
work with adults," says Elliott. "This kind of
interaction keeps democracy vigorous."
Once they complete the background material,
class members will rack.le their first project: to
develop and execute a community questionnaire, create a community action plan and
present their ideas to a panel of civic leaders.
Their time is limited, but Elliott and Liu envision che course eventually becoming a twosemester offering, with participants from
throughout San Diego working with students
to prepare community action plans in the first
semester and carry chem out in the second.
This first time around, however, they're
satisfied to have brokered a new connection
between students and the community.
"It has been so energizing to sit in class with
older people and learn from them, and to find
out chat they have the experience and rhe
background to teach us so much," Maize! says.
"It's making true community members out of
the students. "
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by Krystn Shrieve
oc long after giving birch co twin daughters, Mary Lehman '9 1
(J.D.) , anxious co gee back into shape, went co che gym looking for an aerobics class. Instead, she stumbled into a kickboxing class and gave it a shoe.
Little did she know it would change her life. Lehman loved kickboxing so much, she decided co cry traditional boxing. Seven years
lacer, the 40-year-old San Diego appeals attorney not only is one of
about 2,000 female boxers in the United Scates, she's undefeated and
ranked No. 12 in che world in her 118-pound weight class.
"I don't do anything halfway," says Lehman, who decided co go pro
after winning her only amateur fight. "I got into the sport suiccly for
fimess. Then I thought it would be fun ro spar. Then I thought ic would
be fun co be in one amateur fight. Once I started, I just kept going."
Lehman wasn't roo surprised when the boxing bug bit her. The
self-described tomboy grew up in a home where her parents emphasized academics, bur she always found time for spores. As an under-
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graduate at Sc. John's College in Santa Fe, N.M., Lehman was a fullback - and the only woman - on the men's soccer team . Over the
years, she worked on a ski patrol and search-and-rescue unit, climbed
mountains, ran marathons and cook up dire biking.
When she decided ro add boxing co her list of accomplishments,
she recruited the help of trainer Paul "The Ultimate" Vaden, a San
Diego native and former world junior middleweight champion.
"Mary e-mailed me on Labor Day 2000 and said she wanted co
cake things co che next level, and chat her goal was co compete in one
amateur fight, " says Vaden, who holds the highest winning percentage in amateur boxing history. "I realized, after working with her,
char she had a true passion for boxing, char she respected che arc and
wanted co be good at it. She was so willing and, lee me cell you, she
worked crazy hard."
Yaden had her in the gym four rimes a week for two- and threehour sessions of jumping rope, shadow boxing, sparring, hitting the

Mary Lehman consults with her
trainer, Paul Vaden, and spars
with a partner at The Boxing
Club, owned by her classmate,
Bradley Weinreb '91 O.D.).

heavy bag, maneuvering reactionary drills and perfecting four-, fiveand six-punch combinations. Lehman also trained by running,
cycling, swimming and practicing yoga.
"There were times I had ro slow her down," Vaden says. "I knew
right from the start that her boxing career wouldn't end with one
amateur fight."
That fight, in 2000, was a three-round match in a San Diego
tournament. Lehman's opponent was a younger, heavier and more
experienced woman. Warming up for rhe fight, Lehman was so
nervo us she couldn't concentrate on her drills. Walking to rhe ring,
she says, her legs were like lead.
"But when the bell sounded, the crowd seemed to fade away and
I knew exactly what I was supposed to do," Lehman says.
She won the fight. And Vaden was right. That was just the beginning. Lehman - who remembers initially feeling sorry about hitting

"I got into the sport strictly for fitness.
Then I thought it would be fun to
spar. Then I thought it would be fun
to be in one amateur fight. Once
I started, I just kept going. "
her sparring partners - now makes no apo logies. She's won all of her
five professional marches and, after one rough bout, showed up in
Washington, D.C., ro accept a national award for legal wri ting with
two black eyes and a broken nose.
In the courtroom, Lehman is no less tenacious. A top litigator who
has won nearly 100 cases in her career, Lehman last year decided to
scale back on boxing and open her own law firm. Right now, there
are no fights on her calendar, bur Vaden says he often gets calls from
people lining up to fight her. He's confident she'll be back in the ring
this summer.
"I learned to appreciate the grace of boxing
and I love ir," Lehman
says. "Ir's become part
of me and has made me
better in so many ways.
I'm a better lawyer
because it taught me to
embrace rhe verbal sparring, and I'm a better
mother because ir taught
me infinite patience.
Boxing has made me a
better person."

Hope in Africa
If hope is built one person ar a
rime, rhe sisters of rhe Society of the
Sacred Heart have a big head start.
Thanks in large part to Sister Irene
Culle n ' 61 , rhe society lase year
opened a girls primary schoo l in
Uganda with a class of 88 students.
Cullen , who is in charge of fundraising for the Sacred Heart Primary
School and other projects in Uganda
and Kenya, says the society plans
eventually to expand the school to
include a building with meeting and
din ing rooms, and to build a dormillJ

I
I

tory for up to 400 resident students.
The school, located in a rural farming area, is the first to be owned,
operated and financed by the society
in Uganda, where only about half
the women can read and write.
"The United Nations describes
clearly the econom ic, social, moral
and political benefits for nations
char educate their women," says
Cullen, who for 17 years worked in
USD 's University Min istry programs. "Health practices improve,
successful economic enterprises
increase, food production stabi lizes
and expands, governmental agencies
become more humane, and the
social fabric of the national and
local commun ity is strengthened. "
CuLl en, currencly based in San
Diego, is one of several al umnae
who are active in Uganda. Sisters
Noellin a Namusisi Birungi '95 and
Florence Tumukunde '94 (M.Ed. '95)
are heads of girls secondary schools
there, whi le Sister Ursula Bugembe
'88 prepares new Sacred Heart sisters for work in Africa.

Here Comes the
Bridesmaid
USD grads wi ll have no problem
figuring our where Whitney Lyles '99
fo und inspiration for rhe setting of
the first chapter of her new book,
Always the Bridesmaid. As rhe novel
opens, a harried bridesmaid acts as
bouncer, escorting the bride's intoxicated ex-boyfriend our of Founders
Chapel and stash in g him in a men's
room in Camino Hall.
The setting was a natural for
Lyles' first published book, a romantic com edy about the misadventures
of a four-rime bridesmaid. Like the
main character, Lyles spent many
hours of contemp lation in the
chapel during her student years. In
fact, much of the plot, albeit somewhat exaggerated , comes from Lyles'
experiences as a bridesmaid.
"They say ro write about what
you know, and I ch ink I really hi t
my stride with chis story," says the
27-year-old, who signed a rwo-book
deal and is working on her second
book, a romantic comedy set in San
Diego. "I wasn't necessarily crying ro
make the srory funny, bur I've been
a bridesmaid four times, so I had
plenty of srories ro draw upon ."
Always the Bridesmaid received
solid reviews in Publisher's Weekly
and Cosmopolitan, and a film agent

Whitney Lyles '99
is shopp ing the story around
Hollywood. In the meantime, life
continues ro imi tate arr - Lyles is
slated for bridesmaid duty rwice this
summer - but in 2005 she'll walk
down th e aisle in her own wedding.

For information, fog on to
www.whitneyfyfes.com.

For information, e-mail Sister
Irene Cuffen at icuffen @rscj.org.
SPRI N G 2004
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Art Professor Brings His Pictures
to the People
by Timothy McKernan
Paul Turouner's photographs are on permanent display at the U.S.Mexico border, bur art lovers accustomed to exhibitions in parquetfloored galleries are in for a shock when viewing his work. The USD
art professor's images of Mexican migrant workers, made during an

18-month span when he lived in various locales along che border, are
emblazoned on chick steel places and riveted to the metal fence chat
separates the two nations.
Instead of installing the places in a central location, Turounec chose to scrap each place to the
back of a motorcycle, baccle the rugged terrain to
get to the spot where the photo was taken and
affix it there. The primary audience for his work,
he explains, is not the gallery-going patron, but
the migrants themselves.
"I made these photographs of che migrants for
many reasons, " he says, "not the lease of which is so chey can see
there are ocher people like chem."
The images also are autobiographical, Turounet says, a record of
his thoughts as he moved along che border. Presenting che photographs on the steel places is part of chat effort. The medium is his
homage to the tintype process of printing an image from a positive
direccly onto created metal, a technique chat daces to the dawn of
photographic history.
For a year and a half in 1997-98, Turounec meandered along the
border, living with and caking photographs of migrant workers. He
often worked with his subjects over extended periods of time to get
the images he wanted, a process char required a creativity all its own.

S

"People said I couldn't make
art out of my art,'' Turounet
says of the photos he took of
his work on the border fence.
"I took that as a challenge."

"My Spanish is awful," Turounet laughs, "But most of the migrants
knew at least some English, and that, along with a little pantomime,
made communicating fairly easy."
Since arriving at USD in 2001, Turounet has received two grants
from the university's Transborder Institute to continue his work. TBI
Director David Shirk says he saw one ofTurounet's images while
driving in Mexico, and the effect lingered.
"I had already seen the photographs," Shirk says, "but seeing them on
that wall, knowing there were people at that spot at such a crucial
moment in their lives,
wondering what happened
to them ... it was a very
powerful experience."
It may seem that
Turounet - who first
traveled to Mexico in
1996 on a Fulbright grant
after earning a master's
degree in fine arts from
Yale University - has
little in common with his A Paul Turounet self-portrait.
subjects. But he says he was drawn to the border because he saw in
the migrants the same personal struggle he was experiencing.
"I was at a crossroads in my life and needed to go somewhere for
self-discovery, a place that was going through the process itself," he
says. "The migrants were looking for a better life, and so was I."
Although he went to Mexico to find out something about himself,
Turounet says he learned much about the people he photographed.
"There are certain stereotypes about Mexican migrants held by
people north of the border, and I can't think of any of the migrants I
met who fit them," he says.
"I made these photographs of "The assumption is these
the migrants for many reasom, are uneducated people are
coming to the United States
not the least of which
for jobs, but they are
is so they can see there are
remarkable individuals with
fascinating personal histories
other people like them."
and tremendous spiritual
strength, and the essence of that is what I tried to capture. "
Although Turounet never thought his own personal history would
transform him into a teacher, a chance meeting with USD professor
and fellow photographer Duncan McCosker at a Tijuana art exhibition led Turounet to visit USD. Before long he was teaching a series
of classes, including documentary photography, and has since become
involved in the university's Guadalajara Summer Program.
"Anyone who resolves to learn about himself is bound to be surprised at what he finds, " Turounet says. "One thing I found is that I
love being in the classroom. It's been a fantastic experience for me,
and another component of the process that began with my first trip
to Mexico. What a long, strange and wonderful trip it's been. "

Whole Health
Diane Hatton knows che health-care
crisis in the United Scates goes
beyo nd the familiar managed care
issues. The USD nursing professor
is finding solutions co the problems
enco untered by two especially neglected groups: homeless women and
women recently released from prison.
"There is physical healch , mental
health and social health , and co
address one separate from cl1e oiliers
is not very effective," Hatton says.
In an effort co bring chose issues
into play, Hatton and a group of
students are compiling a health
resource guide designed for women
released from incarceration .
"We spoke with women coming
out of prison and determined che
kinds of things they need," Harton
says. "The guide includes information about eligibility for and restrictions on certain healili services, but
it goes beyond chat. Finding housing, for example, or app lying for a
job wiili a felony record is a cough
ching. The goal is to give che
women options ocher than returning co the environments iliey were
in when chey were sent to prison."
Another study conducted by
Hatton and funded by the National
Institutes for Health followed more
than 50 homeless women over the
course of a year. The health issues,
she says, were strikingly similar to
those of the prison population.
"Diabetes, asilima, hypertension
and smoking were the most immediate problems we identilied, but
the list goes on and on," she says.
"The next seep is to create interventions , because early detection and
treatment are just as important wiili
iliese populations as for anyone else."
The projects, Hatton says, expose
nursing students to two populations
in dire need.
"If we can gee nursing students
interested in helping," she says,
"perhaps iliey will cake up these
causes in their professional lives."

Teachers' Aid
Teachers starting their careers in San
Diego's lowest performing schools
are develo ping specialized skills
while they earn graduate degrees,

ilianks to a new program offered by
ilie School of Education.
Developed in collaboration with
ch e San Diego City School District,
che Beginning Teacher Support
Program offers training to first-year
teachers at schools with che lowest
test scores. The classes are teamcaught by USD faculty and school
district personn el.
The first group of 4 5 teachers
began che two-year master's program
chis spring with a course on improving literacy teaching skills. Ocher
areas of study include curriculum
evaluation and design, and instruction techniques for English as a
seco nd language learners.
The program offers an additional
layer of training for teachers who
need ic most, says Nona Connor, an
adjunct faculty member in the
School of Education and a former
elementary school principal.

"Ne:,v cea~hers bring ene~,gy and
enthusiasm, Connor says, but
iliey also need ro better understand
how teaching works and how to
modify curriculum so children gee
ilie most from ilieir classroom experience. We're trying to shorten chat
learning curve."
A research project connected co
the program, led by visiting professor Lea Hubbard, will assess che
needs of new teachers and how their
teaching practices change over time,
and examine the impact iliese young
teachers make in ilieir schools.
"The teachers have their classes ac
USD on Tuesday nights," Connor
says, "and our aim is to not only
help iliem in the long run, but also
co better equip iliem for their classes
on Wednesday mornings."
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Football Great Jim Harbaugh
Wi II Lead Toreros
by Timothy McKernan

T

here was more than one raised eyebrow when Jim Harbaugh was
introduced as USD's football coach in December. After a 15-year
NFL career, Harbaugh was in his second year coaching quarterbacks for the Oakland Raiders when the Torero job caught his attention.

.. ,,._

In addition to leading the Toreros on the field, Jim
Harbaugh ( center) also is a leader off the field, as
co-owner of the Panther Racing team, the all-time Indy
Racing League Champion.

12
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Few NFL coaches would leave the prestige of the professional
ranks for the relatively humble world of Division I-AA and a university at which football is a non-scholarship sport, but Harbaugh saw
the job as a step forward
"A quarterbacks coach basically deals with three guys," he says, referring to the trio of signal-callers most pro tean1s employ. "Here I've got
a rare opportunity to make a difference in the lives of 100 studentathleres. It's exciting to have a challenge like that, and at this point in
my life it means much more to me than working in the NFL. "
Harbaugh faces many challenges, especially orchestrating an
encore to the team's 8-2 record last
season. But for Harbaugh, the
USD job is about much more than
wins and losses. His philosophy is
simple: Football is an extension of
the academic experience.
"Football teaches so many things mental and physical discipline, the
importance of teamwork, winning
with humility and losing with dignity," he says. "I view it as leadership training, wi th everything
focused on game day. There are
always going to be game days in
life - this project to complete,
that case to argue. I don't know if
any of these players will make it to
the NFL, but I'm going to do what
I can to make each one a better
person. "
He also likely will make them
more experienced football players.
An All-American quarterback at the University of Michigan and the
1987 first-round draft choice of the Chicago Bears, Harbaugh spent a
decade and a half confounding opposing defenses with his ability to
make accurate throws on the run and a physical toughness more
often associated with linebackers than quarterbacks. In 1995, the year
he won AFC Player of the Year honors and led the Indianapolis Colts

Harbaugh runs through
drills with his new squad.

to che conference championship game, Harbaugh's ability to rally his
team co win games chat seemed lose earned him the nickname
"Captain Comeback."
But Harbaugh brings not just his own experience. When he took
the USO job, one of the first calls he made was to talk fellow coach
Dave Adolph out of retirement and onto his staff. The veteran defensive coach, who spent 21 years in the NFL and retired in 2000 as
assistant head coach of the Kansas City Chiefs, couldn't say no.
"The thing chat sec Jim apart from most other quarterbacks was his
heart," Adolph says. "Every player in che NFL has skill, but preparing

Not-So-Grand Finale
The 2003-04 US O basketball season
came to the expected end at March's
West Coast Co nference tournament
in Santa Clara, Calif.
The USO women, 1-1 3 in the
wee and 6-21 overall, scored a
thrilling 87-81 double-overtime win
agai nst Sr. Mary's in the first round
befo re falling to Pordand, 76-64, in

'.tl quarterbacks coach basically deals with three guys, "
Harbaugh says, referring to the trio ofsignal-callers most
pro teams employ. "Here I've got a rare opportunity to
make a difference in the lives

of 100 student-athletes. "

to play a Jim Harbaugh team was made more difficult because ic is
so hard to defend against a competitor who just refuses to lose. I'm
very happy to be on his team, because being on che ocher side was a
headache. "
In addition to Adolph, two former teammates from Harbaugh's
two-year seine as quarterback of the San Diego Chargers, Charles
Dimry and Reggie Davis, will join him on the Torero sideline. Ir's all
part of Harbaugh's plan to lee the players know the level of dedication he expects.
"Our guys will not just benefit from having coaches with a fantastic amount of football knowledge, but also by seeing che way true
professionals conduct themselves away from football ," he says. "In
addition to recruiting, my first priority here was co build a first-rate
staff, and when you add (Adolph, D avis and Dimry) to the terrific
coaches who won eight of 10 games last year, I chink chat's exaccly
what we have."
Harbaugh knows some of his former colleagues view his move
fro m the NFL to USO as a seep down, buc he scoffs at the notion
chat Division I-AA
is any different from
che pros.
"I've seen football
at every level - high
school, college and the
pros, " he says, "and
what it comes down to
is running and passing,
blocking and tackling.
We compete against
Founders Father: Harbaugh, wife Miah and
similar programs, and
family at the 2000 baptism of daughter Grace che game is the game.
with Monsignor Daniel Dillabough of USO.
There is a lot of work
to do before the season starts, but if we scare now, doing the things
we need to do, chis fall is going to be a whole Joe offun ."

round rwo. The men, 1-13 in conference and 4-25 overall, were easily
dispatched by Santa Clara, 82-48, in
round one.
Both teams, however, saw bright
spots in otherwise disappointing
seaso ns.
For the women, senior Marta
Menuez wrapped up her USO career
as one of rhe program's best players
ever, becoming just rhe eighth hoopseer in school history ro rack up
more than 1,000 points, and landing
fifth on USD's all-rime sco ring list.
Menuez was named to the first-team
Ali-WCC team for the seco nd consecutive year, and was honored by
San Diego's Hall of Champions as
the Jan uary 2004 Scar of the Month.
Junior Brice Vounang was a standout for the men , earning a spot on
th e All-WCC first team and being
named the first recipient of a new
honor, th e WCC Newcomer of rhe
Year Award. The junior from the
African nation of Cameroon averaged nearly 20 points per game in
conference play.

Brice Vounang

Positive Strokes
The swimming ream capped a
strong seaso n by finishing third in
a 15-team field at the 2004 Pacific
Collegiate Swimming Conference
championships in Long Beach,
Calif., trailing only UC San Diego
and UC Davis. Following the seaso n, sophomore Ashley Swart was
selected to compete at the NCAA
Tournament at Texas A&M's
College Station campus.
Swarr, a 2003 honorable mention
All-American, is a veteran on a team
that includes a dozen freshmen. Last
year, she was the first swimmer in
university histo ry ro qualify for the
NCAA Tournament, where she finished 11 ch nationally in the 400ya rd individual medley.
Coach Mike Keeler says the
success of che ream's yo ung swimmers chis seaso n bodes well for the
future.
"The experience of chis year is
going to be of tremendous help next
year," Keeler says. "(Junior) Jamie
Jackson really took a leadership role
this season, and (sophomores)
Nichole Draa and Ashley Rose also

Ashley Swart

stepped up and made major contributions. We were third in the conference lase year and third again chis
year, so our goal is pretty clear for
next seaso n, to break through to rhe
next level."
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CHASING THE HOME OWNERSHIP DREAM
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ILLUSTRATK>NS BY CRISTINA.MARTINEZ

by Krystn Shrieve

odd Miller 'O 1 thought, when he sold his condominium in Arizona and came to San Diego, that
he could buy a new three- or four-bedroom house in the city's Mission Valley neighborhood for
himself, his bride-to-be and their two dogs.
He thought wrong. Although developers have built a seemingly endless plain of new condominiums and
houses in the area, Miller, a financial analyst who graduated with a bachelor's degree in business administration, couldn't come close

to

affording anything of the size he needed. When he came to grips with the

situation, he decided to change tactics.
Miller asked his parents for financial help and sacrificed on his ideal location, optmg

to

live

in Oceanside, 30 miles north of San Diego. There, he pre-qualified to get on a waiting list for a new
housing development.
But he wasn't home free. The process of buying a new home differs, depending on the developer.
It sometimes means buyers throw their names into a lottery or physically wait in line

to

stake claims on

lots. In Miller's case, each time a new phase of six or 10 homes was released for sale, he'd spend a
16
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Saturday at the construction site, hoping his name would be called.
He sweated it out as new phases came and went, knowing chat the
next time around the homes would cost $6,000 to $10,000 more.
His name inched its way up the list and, after rwo months, it was
called. Bue he wasn't at che construction site with the throng of hopeful homeowners. It was Saturday, July 5, 2003 . And Miller, who mar-

nduscry experts say the problem most people have finding and

I

buying a house seems from red cape, high permit fees, zoning and

environmental restrictions, weak public leadership and, in the San

Diego region, a heavy emphasis on the tourism and convention

industries, which create low-paying jobs.
Rather than crying to cackle chat entire universe of issues, however,

ried Mary Wheeler 'O 1 chat day, almost lost his place on the list. Bur

Real Estate Institute faculty and students are pinpointing their

he got lucky.

efforts on the shortage of "workforce housing," which they define as

"When I explained chat it had been my wedding day, they

housing for chose in the San Diego region who make 80 percent to

were kind enough to lee me select a lot," says Miller, who now owns

150 percent of the median income, or an annual income berween

a four-bedroom house. "Our house is gorgeous and we're so happy

$40,000 and $75,500. The range includes incomes chat are too high

we're in it. "
The Millers are one couple among many who, despite making
good salaries, have difficulty affording a home in San Diego County.
The median price of homes is on the rise throughout the region, and
incomes have not kept pace. In January 2004, according to the San

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
THE REAL DEAL ON REAL ESTATE TERMS

Diego Association of Realtors, the median price of a single-family
home in the county was $459,450 -

$87,200 more than in January

AFFORDABLE HOUSING: Housing for people who make

up to 80 percent of an area's median income, which in San
Diego means people whose salaries are at or below $40,000
annually.

2003 . Meanwhile, the 2002 figures from the U.S. Census Bureau
show the median household income in the county is $50,384.
Crunch chose numbers and they cell a sad tale. Say a family making the median income purchases a single-family home at the median

HOUSING UNITS: Single-family homes, as well as apart-

ments, condominiums and townhouses.

price, assuming a 20-percent down payment, a 30-year fixed race
INCREASED DENSITY: Adding to the number of housing

mortgage at 6 percent interest and 1.5 percent for property taxes
and ocher fees. After a year, chat family would spend $30,840 61 percent of their income -

or

units per acre, typically by building upward rather than
ourward.

on housing.

"Now you see why there's a problem," says business Professor Mark

MEDIAN PRICE: An industry yardstick marking the price at

which half the homes sold for more and half sold for less.

Riedy, director ofUSD's Real Estate Institute. "The old rule was you
shouldn't spend more than 28 percent of your income on housing.
Today's standards have screeched chat to 35 percent, maybe 40 percent.

SUNSHINE DOLLARS: The income that many people forego

in order to live in San Diego, where sunshine refers not just to
the weather, but the assumed quality of life.

Bue nobody can afford to spend 60 percent of their income on housing."
So Riedy, associate director Louis Galuppo and ochers at the
School of Business Administration's Real Estate Institute -

founded

to give business and real estate students classroom education and
hands-on experience in areas such as land-use planning, affordable
housing, community and urban planning, and financing -

are set-

ting out ro make a dent in the crisis.

"If we don't solve chis problem now, it will affect the economic
vitality and ultimately the quality of life of our region, " Galuppo
says. "Businesses won't be able to find employees who can afford to
live here and will eventually leave, jobs will dry up and everything
will accelerate into a vicious cycle."

WORKFORCE HOUSING: While no official definition exists,

faculty at USD's Real Estate Institute define workforce housing
as housing for people who make berween 80 percent and 150
percent of an area's median income, which in San Diego
means salaries from $40,000 to $75 ,500 annually. As the percentage of households that can afford a median-priced home
in the San Diego region goes down, the definition of workforce housing will expand upward, and could move from 150
percent to 200 or even 250 percent, to include people who
make as much as $125,000 a year.

to qualify for most government agencies' affordable housing programs -

which target people who make less than 80 percent of the

median income -

but too low to actually afford most homes in

San Diego County.
Why che focus on chis income bracket? Because only 16 percent of

condo along the river, but realized she had to sacrifice to make her
monthly mortgage payments. Areias, who works for a commercial mortgage company, found a roommate and took a second job as a waitress.
"The places I looked at were $60,000 to $80,000 less a year
earlier, so I knew I had to gee in before they got any higher," Areias

San Diego households can afford to purchase a median-priced home,

says. "I will be getting married in September and my roommate will

according to che January 2004 Housing Affordability Index posted

move out. Bue having chat extra bit helped make it easier to pay my

by che California Association of Realtors.

mortgage and still occasionally go out on a Saturday night. "

"That's middle America, ic's almost everybody we know," says
Galuppo, who is shaping the inscituce's efforts in the area of workforce housing. "There are a lot of programs available for people who
need affordable housing, but there's liccle to nothing being done to
help people in chis income group."
Patricia Areias '0 1 is one of chem. Like Rodd Miller, she wanted
to live in San Diego's Mission Valley neighborhood. She managed to
scrape together a down payment for a two-bedroom, two-bathroom

"The old rule was you shouldn't spend more than
28 percent of your income on housing. Today's
standards have stretched that to 35 percent,
maybe 40 percent. But nobody can afford to
spend 60 percent of their income on housing."
The way Galuppo hopes to help Areias, and ochers like her, is by
bringing the issue of workforce housing to the forefront of public

AHOME FOR
REAL ESTATE STUDIES

awareness. He says USD's Real Estate lnscicuce, which as an educational organization is crusted as an independent, unbiased third
party, has the influence to bring together all the players needed to
make a buzz.
So far, the strategy has worked. Last year, the institute formed a

The mission of the USO Real Estate Institute, founded in
1993 as part of the School of Business Administration, is to
develop well-educated socially responsible leaders of the real
estate profession. In addition to conducting research and
connecting students to leaders in the real estate industry, the
institute offers academic programs for undergraduate and
graduate students, including seven undergraduate courses as
part of the bachelor's degree in business administration , and
four graduate courses for M.B.A. students who wane an
emphasis in real estate.
In August, the Real Estate Institute will launch its Master
of Science in Real Estate program with 25 graduate students.
The 11-month program will include a dozen courses, handson projects and community service-learning components.
The institute plans to offer an undergraduate major in real
estate in Fall 2005.
Alumni from these programs typically pursue careers in
residential and commercial real estate, appraisals, brokerage,
mortgage banking, real estate investing, land-use planning,
real estate law and urban planning.
For information, log on to www.usdreaLestate.com.

workforce housing cask force to delve into the issue. Composed of
representatives from local city councils, the California Builders
Association, che San Diego Association of Governments, affordable
housing programs and the San Diego Economic Development
Corporation, the group hosted a conference on the topic in
September, bringing together 350 industry experts and elected
officials to discuss the issue.
The institute also formed the Residential Real Estate Commiccee,
a group of 25 real estate professionals who interact with students and
advise Galuppo on conferences and research topics. They met in
March to discuss workforce housing and have since launched a campaign to raise $100,000 to fund research on the issue, produce
papers, educate the public and host a series of speakers who can
address specific issues within che larger problem.
"With chis fund, we can move forward on the ideas we bandy
about in these meetings," Galuppo says. "We can fund our own
objective research with a pool of money from throughout the industry, not special interest groups."
After caking a look ac the problem with these groups, institute
professors and students decided chat while the housing problem may

seem complicated, it's actually a straightforward case of supply and

spending hours every day sitting on the freeways, which will take

demand. The huge demand comes as people across the country

time away from families -

increasingly want to move to San Diego, and compete for places to

parent-teacher conferences and on and on."

live with people whose families have lived here for generations.
"I've lived here since 1978," Galuppo says. "My kids are 10 and

from soccer practice, Little League games,

To make matters worse, the price of housing isn't expected to go
down anytime soon, according to USO economics Professor Alan

14, and I already know that at this rate, they don't stand a chance of

Gin, who for more than a decade has predicted the county's economy

affording a home here. "

using his Index of Leading Economic Indicators. Gin says he expects

Likewise, the rate of home construction doesn't stand a chance

interest rates to rise in the near future, which typically brings the

against the swelling influx of people. In a 2001 study tided "Solving

prices of homes down . But in this region, he chinks it will mean only

the San Diego Region's Housing Crisis," the San Diego Association

that prices will rise at a slower pace.

of Governments said the housing crisis can be largely attributed to a

"A traditional economist's view is that this phenomenon is just the

housing shortage caused by a continuing decline in housing produc-

market at work, and that if the price of homes is so high, people just

tion, especially multi-family housing, during the 1990s.

won't move here," Gin says. "But even if nobody new moved here, we

Under existing plans and policies, there's expected to be an even
more severe shortfall in the future. The region is expected to have a

still have 50,000 new people a year just in natural growth as people
have children. We still need housing for them."

shortage of 93,000 homes and apartments by 2030, according to
Paul Kavanaugh, a senior regional planner at SANDAG, who says
the figure represents 251 ,100 people.
"These are working families and individuals who will not be able
to live here, and who will be forced to live in El Centro or Temecula
or Tijuana and commute," Galuppo says. "Thar means they'll be

iedy, Galuppo and Gin say it's crucial that any plan to solve

R

the shortage of workforce housing include a method to

increase density.

"Increasing density is an important element, because each year there

is less and less available land, and the cost of that land goes up," Riedy
SPRING 2004
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explains. "If you're going co make it economically feasible co build, you

says he will lobby for as long as ir rakes to convince others they will

have co increase density by building more housing units per square

work. He has set about sharing his vision by presenting papers at real

acre. If you build, for example, 10 units on a square acre rather than

estate conferences, writing columns about workforce housing in local

one or two, yo u can make the price of each more affordable."

newspapers and trying to capture the ears of local members of

Sounds easy, right? Bur it's how co make increased density possible

Congress and officials ar organizations such as the National Housing

that's complicated. Galuppo has a three-pronged plan co approach

Conference, Fannie Mae, the California Realtors Association and rhe

the solution at rhe local, state and federal levels. First, he says, rhe

California Building Industry Association.

state has co loosen restrictions on the environmental, subdivision,

"Because of rhe politics involved, ir could take years," Galuppo

construction defect and insurance laws that impede construction.

says. "But if we can make politicians see that chis is a household

Second, the local government needs to streamline the permit process

issue, and that eventually this problem will hit the entire nation,
we could change things in one election cycle."

t the same rime they work on long-rerm solutions, Galuppo,

A

his colleagues and their students are biting off smaller portions
of the problem.

Myrna Sevick, a second-year graduate student in the M .B.A. program

and one of the instirute's research fellows, assisted Galuppo in writing a
paper outlining his theories and the results of a survey conducted at the
workforce housing conference hosted by the institute in September.
"Teachers, law enforcement officers, firemen, hotel service, convention and restaurant service employees should have the opportunity
for rhe American dream of ownership," one conference goer wrote in
the survey. "However, because of being paid sunshine dollars, they
are priced our of rhe market. They need affordable housing and help
and decrease permit fees . Third, he says, the federal government muse
create national programs for workforce housing, similar to those

In April, Galuppo presented the paper in Florida at the 20th annual
meeting of the Annual American Real Estate Society, a gathering of

offered for affordable housing.
The federal government, Galuppo says, also needs co provide lower
interest rates for people purchasing workforce housing, and tax credits
for the builders providing it.
"Workforce housing doesn't have an official definition yet,"
Galuppo says. "As far as we know, the only ocher universities looking
at chis are Harvard and University of Georgia and, even then, probably not to the extent we are. Bur we believe we can make a difference
if people will listen."

"If we don't solve this issue, we'll lose welleducated students coming out of our colleges, we
will lose discouraged teachers, firefighters, police
officers, librarians and all the people who really
make the quality of life better in San Diego."
high-level practicing professionals and real estate professors from

Galuppo admits his is an answer char almost nobody wants to hear.

colleges and universities throughout the United Stares.

Ir certainly flies in the face of growth opposition groups, including

"Every time I read about this issue ir breaks my heart, because it

those dubbed NIMBYs, an acronym for "Not in my backyard!" or

affects people like myself," says Sevick. 'Tm in that group, and I know

those nicknamed BANANAs, who take their stance one seep further

my dream of getting a house with a yard is getting farther and farther

and say, "Build absolutely nothing anywhere near anyone!"

away. The solutions aren't popular, bur somebody needs to rake a

Knowing his views aren't popular -

environmentalists may say

radical and local government officials may say unrealistic -

20

with achieving chat goal."
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Galuppo

stand. We have co share rhe message person by person and group by
group. Even it falls on deaf ears, knowing we cried will count for a lot. "

REAL TIPS FROM AREALTOR
Galuppo also is working with second-year graduate student Carter

,.

McLarand, who has a bachelor's degree in urban planning and has
worked as a research analyst for architecture and real estate develop-

.

ment firms. The duo wrote a paper about what they call smart
growth, which could mean adopting mixed-use approaches building housing units above srores -

like

or revitalizing urban cores,

and then building homes around that core. A great model, Galuppo
says, is San Diego's downtown, where revitalization started around
Horton Plaza, a shopping center that opened in 1985, and spread to
include countless condominiums and businesses that now stretch far
beyond the city's center.
Another example of smart growth, they say, is building around
access to mass transit.
"Traditionally this has meant the option of a boring and slow bus,
or the all too rare, and expensive to build, light rail," McLarand
wrote in the paper. "Now there is a new option called Bus Rapid
Transit, which uses buses in designated lanes that don't have to deal
with traffic or stoplights. This gives the best of both worlds, allowing
the traffic the free movement of the rail without its enormous cost
implications."
As he looks down the long road he will travel in educating politicians and the public about the search for solutions at the Real Estate
Institute, Galuppo says he's heartened to find his passion for alleviating the shortage of workforce housing is rubbing off on students who
will take up the torch when they go into the industry. McLarand,
who expects to earn his M.B.A. in finance this spring, says he's confident the shortage of workforce housing can be solved.
"I have a lot of hope as I go into this field," says McLarand, who
plans to work in real estate development. "Developers get a bad rap as
people who destroy open space to make a quick buck. But without
them, we don't have a place to live or to work. I'm just excited that I can
be part of the solution to a pretty serious problem."
Solving the workforce housing shortage means more than just giving
people a place to live, says Riedy. In his estimation, the task being
undertaken by the Real Estate Institute is not just to keep the home
ownership dream alive, but to preserve San Diego's quality oflife for all.

"If we don't solve this issue, we'll face what's popularly called a
brain drain," Riedy says. "We will lose well-educated students coming
out of our colleges, we will lose discouraged teachers, firefighters,
police officers, librarians and all the people who really make the quality of life better in San Diego. That's the cost of not doing something
about workforce housing."+

Finding an affordable home in the San Diego region may
seem almost impossible, but buyers shouldn't be discouraged,
says Lori Jiannuzzi '99, a Realtor for Coldwell Banker
Associates Realty in San Diego. Here she offers some tips for
harried house hunters.
• DO YOUR HOMEWORK. Check your credit and correct

any credit problems you have before the lender gets your
credit report. You may want to create a home-buying file
with financial documents, real estate listings and area maps.
• GET A GOOD AGENT. Find someone local, familiar with

the neighborhoods in which you want to buy and willing to
make time for you. Choose someone who works for a name
brand company, because they have the most knowledge and
resources. Don't skimp. The seller pays the buyer's agent, so
it doesn't make sense to go discount.
• GET YOUR DOLLARS AND DUCKS IN A ROW. Talk to

a lender to determine how much you can afford - there's
no sense looking at $500,000 homes when your limit is
$350,000. You may think you want a 30-year, fixed-rate
mortgage, but an adjustable-rate mortgage may be more
appropriate for your circumstances. Some loan programs are
geared to first-time buyers or veterans. Get pre-approved by
a lender, so you're prepared to make an immediate offer.
• MAKE YOURSELF AVAILABLE. It's important to find an

agent who has time for you, but it's also important to make
time for your agent. The first day a house goes on the market
it could sell within 10 hours, and if you're not around you'll
lose out. Don't limit yourself to shopping for houses only on
the weekends, because that's when everyone else is looking.

• MAKE OFFERS ON HOUSES THAT HAVE BEEN ON THE
MARKET FOR A WHILE. Chances are the seller will be willing to make a deal. Shop in the dead of winter or the pouring rain, when other buyers are scarce.
• CAST A WIDE NET. Everybody wants to live in a conven-

ient, central location, bur outlying cities and suburbs tend
to be more affordable.
• GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR. Condominiums, condo

conversions and fixer-uppers are more affordable and still a
good investment. The easiest way to buy a dream home is to
buy what you can afford, build up equiry, sell and then
move up to the bigger or better place.
Lori Jiannuzzi encourages USD students, alumni and employees
to contact her far assistance in buying or selling a house. Ifyou
use her services and verify your association with USD, she will
donate a portion of her personal commission to the USD Real
Estate Institute upon the close ofescrow ofeither a home purchase
or sale. She can be reached at ijiannuzzi@cbcalifornia.com.
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PROFESSORS SEE SCIENTIFIC
CONVERGENCE IN NEW CENTER
by Timothy McKernan

T

he Donald P. Shil ey Center for Science and
Technology is th e largest academic faci li ty on
camp us, bur its essence is co ntained in one

small roo m .
Room 287, a labo ratory in the building's east wing,
is home to rhree experiments chat illustrate che building's
purpose and its power. In chis lab, physics Professor
G reg Severn, chem istry Professor James Bolender and
marine sciences Professo r Michel Boudrias, wh ile conducting their own research, also are working together to
develop a new way to reach science.
"Interdiscipl inary collaboration is the long way ro
say we share swff," Severn says. "We're using che same
piece of equipment, a laser spectroscope char allows the

swdy of molecules according to the amount of light
they emit, bur doing very different things with it.
"Jim and I, for example, are doing separate things
with the same iodine molecule, while Michel is using
the lasers to measure the speed of certain organisms
movi ng through liqu id," Severn adds. "W hen we talk
about our research, what they do gives me a different
perspective on what I do, and I chink chat helps me be
a better scholar and a better reacher."
The trio recencly received a National Science
Foundation grant to cake their collaboration to a
higher level. They now are developing a curriculum to
ream-reach laser spectro nomy, and they hope their
com bined expertise and experience will add a new
dimension to USD's science education.
"We are hoping rhac, for example, a physics swdent
will better understand his own work if he has an appreciation for how a mari ne science swdent uses the same
equipment," Severn says. "Enriching the curriculum
like this was something we could never do in rhe past,
because we simply did nor have rhe faci lities for ir._
Now the sky is rhe li mit. "
As the science center wraps up its first academic year
as a folly operational facility, USD Magazine toured its
labs and classrooms. On these pages is a look inside th e
center and a glimpse at so me of the ways in which the
building is fulfilling its promise to revolutionize science
education at Alcala Park.
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hemisrry Professor
Jim Boknder and
his srudenrs use rhe
center's laser ro study how
energy moves inside molecules.
'The speed and color of rhe
light rhe molecule emirs relb us
how well irs pans inrcracr,"
Bolender says. 'Thar helps us
understand how ro create new,
more efficient molecules. "

iology Professor Marie

B

Simovich and a team
of student researchers,

including Amanda Frost (pictured here), are using children's
splash pools on the science
center roof to help

tore one

of San Diego's most important
natural environments.
Vernal pools are home to a

eluding tiny fairie
Gia! food source for
migrating waterfowl. Simovich's
team helps maintain a constant

.

population by keeping the fairie
shrimp eggs hydrated long

0

"'

.

'

enough for them

to

mature and

\

I

hatch before returning them

to

vernal pools not yet destroyed
,c>

--

,.

by urban sprawl.
"It's not just the shrimp we
are helping

to

save from extinc-

tion, " Simovich says. "It is the
ecosystem ."

---

aking aspirin
used to be a
headache for
Tammy Dwyer.
The chemistry professor's
assignment to the students
shown here requires use of
a rotary evaporator, a relatively simple device used to
separate the pure aspirin
from its original chemical
compound. But until the
science center opened, chat
i,,-::;;,.u.;:.n.coll:!plicated tool posed a
series of complications for
Dwyer and lier colleagues.
"We had no place to
leave the rncovaps set up,"
she says. ''After each class
we'd have to break chem
down, then reassemble
chem the next tirn
an extraordinary waste of
time. It's nice to have that
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hi-Yong Yin is
researching rai nfalJ
on Asia's Tibetan
plateau. Thanks

to

the science

center's geographic information
systems technology, the marine

Yin says students in a variety
of academic disciplines -

from

political science and sociology to
business -

find G IS valuable.

"T his is amazingly powerful
technology," he says. "We're still
lea rning how useful it is. I chin k
we've just scratched che surface. "
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by Ga ry Libman

T

Theo Epstein (right) made it back to
his home city of Boston and his
beloved Fenway Park (above) last
season, while Bil! Bavasi takes on a
new cha!fenge at Safeco Field this
year with the Seattle Mariners.

hose damn Yankees did it again chis
year. Over the past winter, ream
owner George Steinbrenner opened
the payroll floodgates and acquired some of
the best players in baseball , including superstar shortstop Alex Rodriguez and heavyhitting outfielder Gary Sheffield.
With these titans added co a lineup
already laden with talent, and a player payroll char approaches a staggering $200 million , the New York Yankees were deemed
by many pundits, before che season even
starred, co have a guaranteed cri p co the
World Series. Some even suggested the rest
of the American League reams pack their
bags and call it quits until next year.
Bur from opposite ends of the country,
the general managers of rwo of che Yankees
American League rivals, in Boston and
Seaccle, are declaring quire emphatically char
they aren't about co sh ut off the stadium
lights and go quietly into char good night.
"The (Yankees') trade for Alex Rodriguez
will ensure our division will be very competitive," says Theo Epstein '00 Q.D .) of the
Boston Red Sox, who chis past winter cried co
land Rodriguez for his own ream in a trade
deal char eventually fell through. "Bur we like
the ream char we built. I have no regrets."
Thar confidence is echoed from 3,000
miles away by Epstein's counterpart, Seaccle
Mariners General Manager Bill Bavasi '80.
"We chink we have a good ream, and
we've spent our money well," Bavasi says.
"If we do everything we're supposed co, we
can gee co the World Series. "

And, as the song goes, chat's what it's all
about. While their goal is the same, Epstein
and Bavasi's pursuit of baseball's brass ring,
the one emblazoned with a World Series
champ ionship logo, is likely co differ. Each
worked for the San Diego Padres wh ile
attending USD, bur chat's where their similarities end. They come from strikingly different backgrounds and fo llowed different
paths co their cop-dog jobs. As chis baseball
season unfolds, fans will watch anxiously co
see if either general manager - Epstein, the
young man with a head for research and scarisrics, or Bavasi, the traditionally schooled
veteran who rose through the ranks - has
the magic couch .

THE WHIZ KID
A major league general manager has one of
the most influential positions in baseball.
T here are 30 of chem, each holding a job char
every fan dreams abou t - and each making
decisions chat every fan feels enti ded co second guess. They are charged with putting the
best possible squad on the field, and their
responsibilities include scouring, drafting,
signing and developing players in the United
Scares and abroad, as well as negotiating
player contracts and trades, and ulcimacely
selecting the ream's manager and coaches.
To reach chis upper echelon, an executive
is expected co carry a long resume of impressive credentials. So sports fans were so mewhat shocked in November 2002, when the
Red Sox hired Theo Epstein. At 28, he was
che youngest general manager in major
SPRI NG 2004
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league history. Bur Epstein says he didn't
feel intimidated when he was asked co compete in the American League's East Division
against Steinbrenner, who has spent lavishly
co build Yankee reams that have been co the
World Series six rimes in the past decade,
and won it four times.
"The Red Sox hadn't won [the World
Series] in 85 years [when I cook the job],"
he says, "so I saw it a lot more as an opportunity .. . co me ir was an ideal job."
Epstein wasted no rime once he had the
job, reshaping the ream for last year. In late
2002, he signed second baseman Todd
Walker, and, in early 2003, acquired first
baseman Kevin Millar, third baseman Bill
Mueller, who hit .326 co win the American
League batting championship, and powerful
designated hitter David Ortiz. Ar mid-season
he traded for relief pitchers Byung-Hyum
Kim and Scott Williamson.
"He transformed that bullpen on the fly, "
says Bavasi, who at the rime was director of
player development for rhe Los Angeles
Dodgers, a position in which he scoured and
evaluated yo ung players. "They went from
where rhey had a 'closer by committee' co
where they had a couple of guys co work at
the end of the game."
The acquisitions bolstered the team on
the field. The Red Sox won 95 games and
came within five outs of winning the
American League Championship Series and
reaching the World Series. In the AL championship, they lost rhar chance when they
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were defeated in the deciding game by who else? - the New York Yankees.
Boston fans were devastated, bur it's fair
co say that few cook the loss harder than
Epstein, who grew up rooting for the Red
Sox. His family moved to Boston from New
York in 1978 when he was 4 and his father,
Leslie, cook a facu lty position at Boston
University. The family serried in the
Brookline area, within a few miles of
Fenway Park, the historic home of the Red
Sox, and Epstein became a rabid fan.
As a result of this addiction, Theo's twin
brother, Paul, had a hard rime getting co see
the sports section of the family newspaper.
"Theo always had it, poring over rhe box
scores," Paul cold the Boston Globe in an
interview after his brother cook the GM job.
Epstein formed opinions about the game
early. "I remember watching a game with
him on TV when he was still very yo ung,"
his father, Leslie, cold rhe Globe. "And he
said, 'The center fielder should move three
steps co his left. The next pitch, the batter
hits one just our of reach of rhe center fielder.
I said, 'What is going on here?"'
Epstein played Lirrle League and high
school baseball and, after graduating high
school, attended Yale University. He became
a sports writer and sports editor for rhe Yale
Daily News, frequenrly wearing his Red Sox
cap in the office.
His ascent co one of baseball's cop jobs
began during his freshman year at Yale,
when he wrote a letter co Baltimore Orioles
Vice President Calvin Hill, a Yale graduate
and former National Football League star.
Hill was impressed, and the letter led co a
summer internship in 1992. Epstein worked
summers for the Orioles until his graduation
from Yale in 1995. He then accompanied
Orioles president and CEO Larry Lucchino,
who had become his mentor, co San Diego
co work for the Padres.
"We always thought he co uld be a general
manager," Julie Wagner, the Orioles director
of community relations at the rime, cold the
Boston Globe. "He was so bright and so passionate. We gave him a lot of responsibility."
With the Padres, Epstein initially worked
in entertainment and media relations, bur
eventually became director of baseball
operations under general manager Kevin
Towers, where his duties included scouting,
player evaluation, player development and
contract negotiations. He was more adept at
evaluating numbers than players on rhe

field, Towers says, but soon became seasoned
at both skills.
"Theo came more from a statistical side of
things when he was with me," says Towers.
"What I tried co do is teach him the scouting side of things . He's one of brightest guys
I've ever been around, and he went out and
wrote some scouting reports on our own
players, and he was right on. For somebody
who didn't have any scouting background, it
was amazing how quickly he grasped that. "
W hile soaking up the business of baseball
in San Diego, Epstein also attended law
school at USD.
"He was a tireless worker, " Towers says.
"You'd give chis kid a project at five o'clock
in rhe afrernoon char usually rakes people
weeks and ir would be on my desk, completed,
rhe next morning. Ir's amazing where he was
when he started and where he is now. "
T he Padres understood if he needed rime
off co study, Epstein says, adding char "I
was also creative in my attendance policy ar
sch ool. I developed a pretry good sys tem.

I would give my friends rickets co Padres'
games and they would give me class notes. "
Epstein finished law school and turned
down a lucrative offer from a Los Angeles
law firm co stay with rhe Padres. When
Lucchino left rhe ream in early 2002 co
become president and CEO of rhe Boston
Red Sox, Epstein jumped ar the chance co
come along and fulfill rhe dream of working
for his hometown ream . He started as an
assiscant general manager and, lacer char
year, was tabbed for the GM position.
Although he felr quire prepared co handle
rhe job, rhe intense scrutiny from fans was
more of a surprise.
"The nuts and bolts of rhe job, the baseball side of rhe job, I was very comfortable
with," Epstein says, "but I was unprepared
for public nature of job. As general manager,
you're in the papers and on TV constantly.
You lose part of yo ur anonymiry - the abiliry co just walk down the street and be yo urself without people noticing yo u. I'm still
not completely comfortable with that. "

Epstein, a lifelong Red Sox fan, was
crushed when his team missed the Wo1-ld
Series by the narrowest of margins last
year. For this season, he added more talent
to an already-solid lineup in an attempt
to bring a championship to Boston.
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THE VETERAN
If Theo Epstei n is a base ball outsider unac-

Bavasi was general manager
of the Anaheim Angels for five
years, and vows to make the
most of his second GM stint, this
time with the Seattle Mariners.
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customed to hoopla, Bill Bavasi is quite the
opposite, a classic insider who grew up
aro und the game. His father, E.J . "B uzzie"
Bavasi, served as fo undin g president of the
San Diego Padres, and general manager of
the California Angels and the Brooklyn and
Los Angeles Dodgers. As a child, Bavasi says
he often sat quietly during discussions
between his father and base ball executives.
"If yo u're yo ung eno ugh and keep yo ur
mouth shut," Bavasi says, "you're not perceived as any danger. I think my brothers
and I all had the sense that if we were ro ask
questions, they'd say less. If we kept our
mouths shut, they'd talk about real sensitive
things about the ball club. You defi nitely
go t che inside information. "
It's not surprising, th en, that several of the
Bavasi brothers have enjoyed successful
careers in baseball. Bill's brother, Peter,
served as general manager of the Padres and
president of the Toronro Blue Jays and

Cleveland Indians. Another brother, Bob,
owned and operated the minor league
Everett, Wash., AquaSox from 1984 to 1998.
Bavasi learned the game from the bottom
up after his fat her left the Dodgers in 1968
to join the expansion Padres. While a student
at Un iversity of San Diego High School in
197 4, he began performi ng game day duties
such as co untin g ticket stubs and turning in
payroll sheets for the ushers. Eventually he
joined the gro unds crew.
"They said, 'Go down and put on a
brown suit and help the grounds crew drag
the infield between innings,' " Bavasi says.
"So I did."
Bavasi continued to work for the team
while he was a student at USD, where he
met his fu ture wife, Tracy Drake '81. The
couple lived in San Diego until 1980, when
Bavasi graduated and joined the California
Angels, where his fa ther was general manager.
Startin g as a baseball administrato r with the
Angels in l 98 0, Bavasi was named director
of minor league operations in 1984, assistant

rersi
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general manager in 1993 and vice president
and general manager in 1994.
"I started working in baseball in the farm
system, and I knew from the beginning that
every kid in the organization was somebody's
son," Bavasi told the Tacoma News-Tribune
after being hired by the Mariners. "We owed
it to chem to cry to gee chem to rhe majors.
They are nor just names on a clipboard."
Bavasi's baseball expertise led him to a job
as general manager for rhe Anaheim Angels
from 1994 to 1999. Although rhe ream did
nor reach the playoffs during his tenure,
he is given a considerable share of the credit
for assembling the Anaheim team that won
the World Series in 2002. In 1999, however,
after he disagreed wi th former Angels
Pres ident Tony Tavares over several issues,
Bavasi resigned.
"Billy resigned on a Friday, and on
Saturday afrer rhe game, he came into the
cl ubhouse," says Tim Mead, the Angels' vice
president of communications. "(Angels players) Gary DiSarcina, Darin Erstad and Troy
Percival and a few ochers stayed there all
night, just talking baseball. He cared abo ut
rhe game an d rhe players, and it showed."
After leaving the Angels, Bavasi rook the
player development job for the Dodgers,
staying two seasons before joining the
Mariners last November. Unlike the
announcement for Epstein, few were surprised by Bavasi's introduction, because he
has built a reputation as one of the most
solid men in rhe game.
"He has tremendous integrity, he's well
respected throughout the game. Bring up
his name and I'm sure 95 percent of the
people in baseball are going to say great
th ings about him," Towers says . "He's (also)
go t great people skills. He's affable, and I
cr ust him . I can't say char about a lot of
ocher general managers. He's a very trustwo rthy guy."

hiner/ourfielder Ellis Burks and talented
second baseman Pokey Reese.
"We came within five ours of the World
Series last year, and the ream should be
improved, " Epstein says. "T his ream has
better balance, deeper pitching and a better
bench. We'll be very competitive in th e
toughest division in baseball. "
Bavasi knows the hear is on, too, as he
takes over a team that won 93 games last
year, but missed the playoffs.
"I would have a hard rime saying that if
we don't win the World Series, that chis will
be an unsuccessful season ," says Bavasi , 46.
"I chink chat's a great macho thing to say,
but char in a lot of ways it can be a lot of
bull. Maybe chis is a flaw in my perspective,
but I think you set more shore-range goals
that take you to char ultimate goal. "
Since joining the Mariners, Bavasi has
signed three free agents scheduled to be in
rhe starting lineup - outfielder Raul
Ibanez, shortstop Rich Aurilia and third
baseman Scott Spezio. He also added free
agent relief pitcher Eddie Guardado.
The moves are designed to take the
Mariners to rhe next level , but in many
respects, Bavasi is already there. Although
he's been aro und the game his entire life,
Bavasi says he's still learning, and is glad to
have a second chance in rhe GM's sear.
"The thing most guys learn from their
first experience is char you're lucky to have a
second rime to do chis job," Bavasi says, "so
you had better make sure char every decision
you make counts ."+

GREAT EXPECTATIONS
Expectations are high for both Epstein and
Bavasi chis season, bur both understand char
operating under a microscope comes with
the rerri tory.
Unwilling to accept lasr year's secondplace finish as good enough, Epstein moved
again this winter, acquiring scar pitcher Curr
Schilling from Arizona to gain what most
experts see as an advantage over the Yankees
in starring pitching. He also acquired relief
pi tcher Keith Foulke, veteran designated
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Class Notes
Please note that Class Notes submitted
after Feb. 1, 2004, wi!! appear in the
Summer 2004 issue of USO Magazine.
Persona! telephone numbers and e-mail
addresses cannot be published

1961
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

19S6
UNDERGRADUATE A LUMN I

Karolee (Kuban) Hampton

rerired from rhe Newport-Mesa
Unified School Disrricr in 199 I. She
li ves in Laguna Beach, Cali f. , where
she grew up. She heads the art and
environment co mmittee and spirirua! iry acti vities at Sr. Cath erin e's
parish, and is a ridewarer docent at
th e beach's ridepools.

19S7
UNDERGRADUATE A LUMNI

Fath er Louis Meinrad Gunty is a
retired priest living in Riverside,
Calif. , wirh his fa mily. He says he
appreciares rhe rime he spent at US O
and the co ntribution his educati on
has had on his vocarion.. .. Sister
Joan King is adult ed ucati on coordinator at Sc. Rose of Li ma Church in
Chula Vista, Cali f. She coordinates
th e RCIA process and wo rks with rhe
seni or members of th e parish.

19S8
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Barbara Pearson is a vo luntee r
doing weekly reading for the blind
and dyslexic, and is a Eucharisti c
minisrer and lecro r in her church.
She has visited England, Singapore,
Born eo, Cambodi a and more. She
plans to return to US O in 2008 for
her 50-year class reuni on.
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Mary Dugan enjoys her grandchildren, An na, 12, and Ben, 8. She also
enj oys opera, piano lesso ns and
living in Manharran. She helps th e
elderly as director of grants fo r the
Jarvie Commonweal Servi ce fo undari on. ... Elizabeth (Korander)
Bradley Helmick co ntinues in
the practice of law in general civil litigation. She was appointed chair of
rhe Beverly Hills Bar Associatio n
Solo and Small Practi ce Secti on. She
serves as vo lunteer stare co unsel fo r
the Califo rnia Rep ublican Hispanic
Nati onal Assembly, and is a lecro r ac
Sc. Brendan's Church in Los Angeles.
... Sister Deanna Von Bargen in
2000 moved back ro her hometown
of Lewisro n, Idaho, to care fo r her
mother, who is 95. She has a partrime ministry wirh yo ung adulrs ar
Sr. Stanislaus Parish and LewisClark State College. "[ guess nuns
never retire, and I am very busy in
semi-retirement," she writes.

1962
UNDERGRADUAT E ALUMNI

Herlinda (Rodriquez) Belcher

rook a semester off fro m San Diego
Scare Uni versity's Imperi al Valley
campus and traveled to New
England and New York. She visited
daughter Cathy, son-in-law Jeff and
gra nddaughter Airana, th en visited
her so n in Oakl and, Calif. .. .
Thomas Gentilella retired from
th e Departm ent of Defense as Navy
Ed ucati on Coordinaror Overseas as
of November 2000. As a hobby, he

ore than IO years ago,
a shy teen-aged girl
approached drag racing
legend John Force and asked for
his autograph. Three months ago,
that same girl drove one of Force's
dragsters down a track at more
than 170 miles per hour. And after
she climbed out of the cockpit,
Megan McKernan 'O I was suddenly
the one signing autographs.
"So many people came up to
me and told me they thought it
was great to see a woman out on
the track," says McKernan, who
recently re-connected with Force
and was surprised to find her hero
remembered the young fan."At
the professional level, there are
still only a handful of women, but
there are a lot more young
females coming up."

M

She earned her drag racing
license only six months ago and
her experience so far is limited to
testing Force's car on tracks in Las
Vegas and Phoenix, but McKernan
already is capturing attention as a
potential up and comer in Super
Comp drag racing, an amateur
racing class sanctioned and overseen by the National Hot Rod
Association.
"I always knew I wanted to
drive a race car, and the experience was even better than I
thought it would be," says
McKernan. "Ultimately I'd like to
have my own car."
That dream isn't out of reach
for Super Comp racers, who can
buy a used dragster for about
$25,000.The cars run on I 14
octane gas, and are shorter, smaller
and easier to maintain than the
Top Fuel dragsters and Funny Cars
most people associate with professional drag racing, which burn
nitro-methane and alcohol, reach
speeds of 330 miles per hour and

have engines that must be completely
disassembled after each race.
McKernan says that she'd someday like to drive one of the faster
cars, but quickly adds that for now,
her need for speed is sated by the
Super Comp car.
"From the stands, the Super
Comp racers look slow when you
compare them to the others,"
McKernan says, "but trust me,
they're really fast. The thought of
going almost twice as fast intimidates me more than I thought it
would."
It's pretty much the only thing
about racing that intimidates
McKernan.The sport appeals not
only to her inherited love for cars
- her father Thomas McKernan,
who took her to her first drag race,
is president of the Auto Club of
Southern California - but also to
ner intellect. A physics major at
USO who currently is enrolled in
the Physics for Business Applications
master's program at University of
Southern California, McKernan has

no problem wrestling through the
complicated adjustments that determine how quickly her car should
travel down the quarter-mile track.
"Drag racing is a lot more scientific
than most people think," says
McKernan, explaining that Super
Comp races are handicapped, with
the slower car getting a head start
and both cars racing against
an 8.9-second clock. "You have
to take into account everything from altitude and humidity
to the amount of rubber on
the tires in calibrating the
throttle. That's a lot of physics
and math."
But all those calculations of speed
and distance are just the prelude to
the best part, she says, putting the
pedal to the metal for those few
seconds behind the wheel.
"It's hard to explain what it feels
like when you get out of the car and
get your time slip, and it says you
went 173 miles per hour," she says.
"You just say 'Wow.' "
- Michael R. Haskins

now is an Intern et trader of an tique
Schwin n bicycles. He has eight
grandchildren and one 1990
Mazda Miara in mint condition.. ..
Patricia (Young) Williams

recently return ed from a three-week,
2,000-mile driving odyssey in
England and Scotl and, where she
visited many castles, abbeys, flea
markers and antique sto res. The
highlight was a private to ur of the
queen's apartments at Stirling Castl e.

1963
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Colleen Conway retired fro m rhe

Oxnard Union High School District
where she taught French and
English ar Camarillo High School
fo r 36 yea rs. She plans to continue
traveling, "a lifelong hobby and
passion which has so fa r led to
wonderful adventures in Europe,
Afri ca and India."

/_

1964
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Peter Beres reti red from rhe

San Diego Coun ty Pro bation
Department in March 2002. His
wife, Sheila, and he have lived in
Hemet, Calif. , since 1999. T hey
currently are building a summer
home in Ocean Shores, Wash. Peter
is active in senior men's softball,
plays golf and is restoring two classic
cars. ... Michaele Stevens is caring
fo r her 90-year-old fa ther. Her fo ur
children are successful in their chose n fields. She became grandmother
to two boys in che summ er of 2003.
She would li ke to e- mail fri ends
from the class of I 964.

1965
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMN I

-----------

Father Francis Frankovich has
been a priest si nce May 31, 1968.
He served in the dioceses of San
Diego and San Bernardino for
21 years. In 1989, he joined the
Compani ons of the Cross in Onawa,
Canada. He now serves with chem
in Houston. ... Brenda (Bartek)
Gomez retired from Orego n Stace
University in Corvall is, Ore. She
spends tim e voluntee ring and visiting
famil y and fri ends th roughout the
United States with her husband.
She has fo ur children and five grandchildren.... Lynn (Horobetz)
Kerstan has been a full-time wri ter
fo r IO years and is wo rking on her
15th historical romance novel,
Summer of Scandal, to be published
by Penguin in July. Between dead-

lines, she conduces writing workshops, gives speeches and does a little
freelance editing.
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Benton Beckley lives part-time

in Lake Arrowhead, Calif. , where he
has a house and rental property.
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Father Giles Conwill is a history
professor at Mo rehouse College in
Atlanta. He is an expert in African
American Catholic history, cacechesis
and evangelizacion. Previously, he
served at a number of parishes
around the country and, from 1976
co 1980, was vocatio ns di rector fo r
the National Office fo r Black
Catholics in Washingto n, D.C.
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Gwen (Branson) Roberts is

teaching math to teachers at
University of Cali forn ia, Los
Angeles, making puzzles to help
children learn math and reports
chat she's still playing chess. She
has fo ur grandchi ldren.
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Lawrence Lacombe is a land tide
consultant. He studied law at
Whittier College, was Sierra Club
Southern Califo rni a Water Resources
Chair and was on the Sierra Club's
Cali forni a Legislative Co mmittee
through the late 1980s. He currently
is secreta ry fo r the Salvati on Army
Booth Memorial Center in Los
Angeles. He and wife Patricia Burns
li ve with two teen-age daughters
in the Silverlake community of
Los Angeles.

t i'~~
1970s
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Jeffrey Conine is reaching fiction

and scree nwricing at Northeastern
Scace University in Oklahoma. He is
finishing a screenplay sec in th e Deep
South , and has two novels avai lable
on Amazon.com. ... Timothy
Gardner is an internist in Spokane,
Wash., and says he is getting tired of

shoveling snow.... Wilson
Shepherd has been retired from
Solar Turbines, Inc. for IO years and
is "enjoying life to rhe fullest" riding
his I I-year-old horse in the Blue
Ridge mountains three or four days
a week. "Thanks for making all this
possible," he writes.

1971
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Jim Hennessy published his second

novel for the young adulr marker in
June. Shanes Game is set in San
Diego. He also has writing credits on
eight produced fi lms, mostly fami ly
adventures shown on HBO Family,
Srarz and ocher cable nerworks.
Additional information on his wo rk
is available at www.jameshennessy.com.
Jim also has been in rhe financial
services industry for 25 years.

1971
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Rich Roncaglia was elected president of rhe San Diego Natural
History Museum Board ofTrusrees
fo r a second year in October. In rhe
ro le, he became chief executive officer of rhe Society of Natural History.
He also is managing director for the
Private Client Group at U.S. Bank.
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Timothy Hermsen (M.S. '75)

continues to provide mental health
services to combar veterans and their
fa milies in eastern Washington stare.
He is in private practice and contracted with rhe Washington stare
Department of Veterans Affairs, the
only scare-sponsored pose-traumatic
stress disorder program of its kind in
the country.. .. William Jache has
been in rhe San Diego Sheriff's
Department fo r 23 years and is in
the bomb and arson unit. In additio n, he has been a U.S. Navy
reservist for 29 years in an explosive
ordnance disposal mobile unit .. ..
Thomas Miller reports oldest
daughter Meredith is a junior at
USD, and rhar she has accepted an
internship in Sen. Dianne Feinstein's
San Diego office . .. . Denis Peirce
has been owner of Denis Peirce Flies,
a wholesale distributor of fly fishing
flies and accessories for rhe last I 0
years. He is a member of the
Outdoor Writers Association of
California, hosts a weekly radio show
and writes an outdoors column for
the Union, a newspaper in Grass
Val ley, Calif.

1974

1978
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Richard Ghio and wife Patti have

Jane (Otto) Bowen has been a

three daughters, Jenna, Karie and
Angie '79 . He is co-owner of
Anthony's Seafood Group and is
chairman of the San Diego Port
Tenants Association. He is active in
the San Diego County Cursillo for
Christ and the University of San
Diego High School Athletic Club.

homemaker since she and her husband started a family in rhe 1980s.
Her children are in college and one
has graduated. She is training her
yellow Labrador retriever for comperirive agili ty and obedience trials.
... Virginia Fellows reports that
her business was selected for the
Alpine (Calif.) Leadership and Public
Service (ALPS) Business of rhe Year
in 1997. She continues to be dedicated to small businesses and individuals .. .. Daniel Gatto and
Charles Pope '79 are founders of
Garro and Pope, LLP, an accounting
firm in downtown San Diego. Their
pracrice includes 30 employees,
including six USD alumni. Dan
lives with his family in Encinitas,
Calif., and Charlie with his in Del
Mar, Calif. ... Paul Marshall, who
owns a consrrucrion company, joined
BusinessLink USD and is excited
about rhe possibility of some of his
four daughters attending USD . .. .
Merlin Mundy retired from
accounting and now is pursuing
interests in archaeology. . ..
Barbara (Clay) Odom retired
from the Department of Veterans
Affairs in 2001 after 33 years of service. Since retirement, she has volunteered in the community doing diabetes education and works part-rime
as a consultant on various community
projects and committees. She is an
active member in Bethel AME
Church in San Diego . ... Florence
Shulte-Ligon and Earl Ligon '74
O,D,) have four children, ages 12,
11 , 6 and 2. Their children attend
rhe School of the Madeline in San
Diego and Florence and Earl are very
involved in activities at the school.
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Lynn (Sresovich) Belleggie is a

reading reacher in Temecula, Calif.
She has worked in first-grade classrooms for 13 years and has spent the
last rwo years as a Tide I literacy
reacher. She has rwo children, Jamie
and Michael. ... Gilbert Carrasce
is a renured law professor at
Willamette University in Orego n,
where he reaches constitutional
law and civil rights litigation. He
recenrly fi led a brief amicus curiae
supporting affirmative action in th e
United Scares Supreme Court on
behalf of the Hispanic National Bar
Association and the Hispanic
Association of Colleges and
Universities .... G. Kenneth
Jerahian reaches private violin and
viola lessons and is the leader of a
group called the Class ic Sering
Quartet, which performs for
weddings, parries and ocher social
occasions. He also serves as concertmaster in the New City Sinfonia,
a community orchestra.
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W.J. Ham retired from rhe Stare of
Texas in 1999, and was ordained a
deacon in the Diocese of Austin in
199 I. He is a volunteer chaplain
with the Austin Police Department
and volunteers for the department's
civil defense battalion .... Robert
Kellam is retired and travels fullrime in his recreational vehicle....
Randall Klotz founded his own
law firm, Klotz and Associates, APC,
in 2002. The firm provides legal
services to local and international
clients in rhe areas of business and
real estate. Randall and wife Laurel
(Potter) Klotz '77 live in La
Mesa, Calif., with their rwo children,
Nicholas, 11 , and Jennifer, I 0.
Laurel works as a counselor for rhe
Grossmont College Office of
Professional Training, and has a
small private practice.

raising children Ryan, 18; Jarod, 16;
and Jaclyn, 12. ... Lynne Kuhn
continues to reach piano at her private studio in Escondido, Calif., and
has been an adj unct faculty member
at Palomar College since I 980. She
is coordinator for rhe Applied Music
Program in the Palomar College
Performing Arts Department.. ..
Kris Sorenson (B.A. '8 1) has been
a budget analyst since August 2002
and has a home in Ridgecrest, Calif.
He has decided ro resume his studies
for the priesthood this fall at the
Fresno Diocese. He anticipates being
ordained as a parish priest by 2007.
... Michael Taylor has three boys
and a girl, ages 19, 18, 13 and 11.
He owns Columbia Specialty
Company in Paramount, Calif. ,
wh ich is a disrriburor and fabricaror
of industrial piping. He lives in La
Verne, Calif. ... Deborah
(Lawrence) Tully (M.Ed.'80)
recenrly accepted a position at
Whirworth College as direcror of
degree completion in education.
She assists adults who work full-rime
and are attempting to complete
college degrees whi le obtaining
reacher certification.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Susan Winters-Brown (M.Ed.)

works four days a week as a program
specialist for rhe Tulare County
Office of Education, and is assigned
to five school disrricrs. On her day
off, she volunteers as a music instructor in her son's first-grade class. She
also is a gourd artist, and sells her art
at local galleries and shows.
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Lori Ann Barnett-Lowe is mar-

ried and has rwo daughters, Laura
and Catherine. She is an educational
psychologist, as is her husband . .. .
Patricia (Baker) Heberle
(M.Ed.'83) and Bill Heberle '78

have a daughrer, Annie, who currently
is a USD freshman. Son Bobby is
a sophomore at Arizona Stare
University. "Our 9-year-old, Maggie
Rose, currently rules rhe house," they
write . ... Jaymie (Bernstein)
Kershek (M.Ed.'81) is reaching
preschool part rime at Sr. Andrews
School in Encinitas, Calif., while

1980
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Mary Beth Akemann has spent

14 years as a home health case
manager at Kaiser Permanente. She
plans to retire in about seven years.
... Virginia (Bau) Huley is
enjoying a great marketing career in
Manhattan. She has three children,
rwin boys, 9, and a daughter, 8.
"Every rime I see the logo for USD,
I am reminded of my art classes and
when char logo was chosen," she
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writes. She urges US O friends to
contact her if they are in New York.
... Nicholas Krall and wife Ann
bought a half-acre horse property
wich seal ls, an arena and a barn
bigger than their old house. Nick's
music groups, Fiddlers Green, Biff
and the Back-Ups and Danse
Macabre, "are going strong." .. .
Frank Pagano and wife Candace
have three daughters: Sabrina, 17;
Angela, I 4; and Kirstyn, I I. Frank
continues to own and operate a
clothi ng manufacturing firm chat he
started wh ile a student at University
of California, Los Angeles .... John
Splitters is owner and president of
JS and Company, a national distrib utor of training and rehab solutions
for spore-specific fitness and conditioning applications .. .. Judy
(Dessert) Tagg has been married
co husband Joe since I 981. They
have two sons, Trevor and Elliott.
Judy is a licensed real estate broker
and the fami ly is still living in the
Imperial Valley.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Philip Lindsley Q.D.) was reappointed to a third term on the state
bar board of governors as a commissioner of the Judicial Nominees
Evaluation Commission. Phil says
the work is time-consuming but
rewarding. He is the founder of the
San Diego Elder Law Center and
his practice is limited to elder law,
probate and estate planning.
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C:atena (Delterlng) Bahneman
attends Duquense University at the
Paralegal Institute. She reports chat
her 17-year-old daughter is applying
for colleges and her 7-year-old son is
worki ng on earning his black belt
in cae kwon do. Cacena's hobbies
include boating and watersports with
family and friends .... Elizabeth
(Boeken) Charbonnet lives in
The Woodlands, Texas, with husband Mike and sons David and John
Paul. Mike has worked with his
brother for eight years as an oil and
gas exploration co nsultant. Beth and
Mike mentor youth in their church
and comm unity.... John
Chisholm recently completed the
lronman Triathlon in Couer d'Alene,
Idaho. He placed in the top IO in his
age group .. .. Gregory Clark has a
son, Dwight, 16, and a daughter,
Monica, 12. He won a lottery with
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the National Football League ro gee
Super Bowl tickets and planned to
meet up with John Butler '81 for
ch e game .... Mari (O'Donnell)
Musclo acqui red The Brighter Side,
a boutique for women with cancer
in Solana Beach, Calif. The shop
specializes in wigs, prostheses and
ocher cancer care produces .... Hugh
Swift and his wife have two girls,
ages 4 and I. Hugh is an acrorney for
the Amador (Calif.) Superior Court
and his wife keeps busy teaching aerobics and watching the kids. T hey
are partners in a winery and recently
released their first wi nes, a 2000
mericage and a 200 I zinfandel. .. .
Victor Telles married Jeanee Foster
in February 2003 in Balboa Park.
The family includes son Mark, 17,
and daughter, Jennifer, 15 ....
Joseph Timmins has been an attorney for I 5 years. He married wife
Shelley in 1999 and the couple welcomed son Connor in 2001. .. .
Ruta (Seliukas) Wroblicky and
husband Steven welcomed daughter
Jennifer Sofia to their family on Sept.
30, 2002. Jennifer joins brothers
Andrew, 13, and Tony, 11.

1982

school. She has fi ve children including one in college, three in high
school and one in eighth grade ....
Maria (Brightbill) Shuman has
taken a break from the practice of
law to spend time at home with her
children, Ryan, 7, and Alaina, 4. She
visits San Diego every winter with
her husband of 12 years, Kip, and
her kids. She spends her time volunteering, playing lots of tennis and
continuing her practice of yoga ....
William Thomas has practiced
orthodontics for I 4 years and is
enjoying every minute. Poway, Calif.,
is a "wonderful place to live as well
as work," he reports. He also is an
associate professor in the orthodontic
department at University of
California, Los Angeles, and helps
coach a local Pop Warner football
team . . .. Mark Weedman reports
chat part of wife Mariclaret's trai ning
to become an administrator in the
San Diego Unified School District is
a two-year course of classes at USO
in che Education Leadership
Development Academy. Mark retired
in 2000 after 20 years in social work
to be a stay-at-home father with sons
Justin, 8, and Taylor, 2. He also is a
mobi le disc jockey.
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Sally North Asbille is now home
full-time after many years in education. Son Andrew is in first grade
and twins Anne and Caroline turned
I in September. The family lives in
San Diego .. . . Terrance
Blanchard joined Morgan Stanley
as a se nior vice president in January
2003. He and wife Christy live in
che Dove Canyon community in
Orange County, Calif., with their
two children .. .. Mark Hanson
and his wife have two children,
Jillian, 5, and Matthew, 3 .... James
Zlmbardo and his wife have three
sons, Michael, 18, Danny, 16, and
John , 14. T he family has lived in
Simi Valley, Calif., for I 9 years.
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Desiree (Wharton) Collings and
family recently attended her 20-year
reunion . "USO has grown so much
in the past 20 years, bur che changes
have been wonderfully orchestrated,"
she writes. She reports her I 6-yearold, Kacie, is very interested in USO.
... Nadine (Ridge) McKay is a
stay-at-home mother and volunteers
three or four days a week between
church, high school and grade
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Bruce Ognibene is preparing to
start a new business venture with a
fami ly loan, support and guidance.
... Jose Ripa is married with two
daughters, Marianna, 7, and Alexa, 5.
... Brian Ross builds homes in che
La Jolla neighborhood of San Diego.
He lives in San Diego's Point Loma
neighborhood with his girlfriend and
two dogs .... Shoula Shamoun
works as a math tutor, primarily at
USO. She loves being on campus
and working with USO students and
teachers. She says her next goal is to
gee a graduate degree and come back
to teach ac USO .... David Steffy
is raising three kids in Carlsbad,
Calif. ... Pamela (Wiley) Younes
has worked at Baylor College of
Medicine in the Department of
Pathology since I 99 I. She spends
much of her time teaching residents.
She has a daughter in first grade and
enjoys being a mom .. .. Jo Anne
Zeterberg recently was promoted
to director of creative services for the
Scottsdale (Ariz.) Convention and
Visitors Bureau. Her team is responsible for creating the bu reau's annual
visitors guide, direct mai l and Web
site. She spent the last 18 months
studying cai chi and recently began
student teaching.
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Jacqueline (Farnan) Akerblom
retired afi:er 20 years in public
accounting, including five years
spent working in Europe. She now is
an independent consulcant to technology companies in the Si licon
Valley. The job provides her with
Aexibility to spend more time with
her husband and 3-year-old son . .. .
Lorie (Haugen) Alfeld teaches
special education at Polaris High
School, an alternative high school in
Cave Creek, Ariz . ... Andrea
(Strange) Kenney is head softball
coach and professor of physical education at Claremont McKenna
College, Harvey Mudd College and
Scripps College in C laremont, Calif.
... Lauri (Margeson) Miville and
Mark Miville '83 lost their home
in the October fires in San Diego.
Lauri writes that che family lost
everything except for a few photos
and their dogs, and are beginning to
realize the enormity of the loss.
"With less than five minutes to evacuate, we were all lucky to be alive.
Another burst of wind and we could
have been trapped," she writes ....
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Dennis Fox lives in San Jose, Calif.,
with wife Mon ica and two daughters
Madeline, 4, and Elizabeth, 2....
Kerry (Higgins) Mein lives in
Orinda, Calif., with husband Eric.
She is a stay-at-home mother with
two young children, Daniel, 4,
and Samantha, 2 .... Paula
(Charbonneau) Reno lives in
Irvine, Calif., with husband Jim ,
son Brett, 9, daughter Alexa, 7, dog
Lucky and rabbit Bun-Bun. Paula
works as a legal assistant and Jim is a
computer programmer in Los
Angeles County. .. . Matthew
Sheahan lives in Sacramento with
wife Lucy and chi ldren Danny, 11 ,
Molly, 10, Caroline, 7, Mickey, 4,
and Kevin, 22 months. Mace sells
health insurance packages for smalland medium-sized companies... .
Edward Vido and wife Lisa were
blessed with second son Michael on
July 26, 2002. Michael joins brother
Matthew, 8.
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Kenneth Camarillo recently cele-

brated 15 years with Toyota Motor
Sales. He and wife Karen have two
kids, Amanda and Alex, and live in
Lake Arrowhead, Calif. ... Elise
(Moe) Glasner and her husband
have two children, Haley, 7, and
Marina, 3. She won two besr-ofshow awards at the California State
Fair for winemaking. She is "loving
life, missing San Diego" and is
looking forward co her chjldren
attending USO .... John Morris
and Danielle (Popp) Morris live
in Laguna Beach, Calif. John is an
orthopedic surgeo n in Mission Viejo,
Calif., specializing in hand surgery.
Danielle now cares for the couple's
three daughters, Brittany, 11, Ca rly,
9, and Mackenzie, 7.... Diana
( King) Sperr and her family
recently moved back to the La Jolla
neighborhood of San Diego after
spending three years in Phoenix. She
and her husband have two sons, ages
8 and 2. They love living in San
Diego and enjoy biking, kayaking
and other outdoor activities the city
has co offer. ... Christina (Etter)
Roush is employed with CB
Richard Ellis selling investment real
estate. She has been married 15 years
with one daughter, Elizabeth, 11.
She is on the capital campaign board
of Bishop Gorman High School,
helping co raise $40 million for a
new campus in sou thwest Las Vegas.
... Diane (Romo) Thomas gave
birth co her second child, Raye
Lanier, on Jan. 13, 2001.
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St ephanie (Rothstein) Davis

has "two healthy, lively daughters,
ages 3 and 5." She works for Mercer
Human Resource Consulting and
lives with husband Benton and family in Scottsdale, Ariz. ... Cynthia
Duryea has lived in central New
Yo rk for IO years. She has two
daughters, Jessica, 9, and Amanda, 6.
She is employed by the Liverpool
Public Library, where she is a member of the community relations team,
which coordinates adult programming.... Gregory Leiter (M.B.A.
'91) and Michele (Nokes) Leiter
'8 9 had their second child, Vivian
Renee, in January 2003. Vivian joins
older brother Robert Collin. Gregory
was recently promoted co regional
manager for the northwest region of

Nissan North America .... Ronald
Magnaghi and Yvette (Batista)
Magnaghi live in Solana Beach,
Calif., and have two kids, Marissa, 6,
and Matthew, 9 .. .. Chris Rossi
starred his own company, Quantum
Audio Video, in November 2001 in
Reno, Nev. Wife Michelle finished
her reaching credential in December
2003. Chris is still "flying cons for
business and pleasure" and enjoying
trips with fell ow USO alumni ....
Jeffrey Simon now works in real
estate in Maui. Previously he practiced law with KeesaJ, Young and
Logan for seven years in Long Beach,
Calif. He has two children, William, 8,
and Kathryn , 5.... Patricia (Gill)
Wood and Peter Wood have lived
in Park City, Utah, for nine years.
They have three children, ages 13,
11 and 7. Patricia reports chat she is
very involved in her kids' lives but
fits in her other full-time job as the
executi ve director of the National
Sports Fo undation at the Utah
Olympic Park. The NSF promotes
winter sports for junior athletes in
the region.
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Nicola (Pisculli) Bugelli and
Frank Bugelli '84 have three chil-

dren and moved to Coronado, Calif.,
in November. Nicola went co medical school at the University of
Hawaii and graduated in 1997. She
performed her residency in internal
medicine in Santa Barbara, Calif.,
and now specializes in hyperbaric
medicine.... Hector Cabanas is
in an M.B.A. program at University
of California, Irvine, and anticipates
grad uating in June. ... Rebecca
(Pedulla) Carter (M.Ed. '90) and
husband Bill have been married 4 'h
years. They have one daughter, Emily
Frances, born April 14, 2002. Becky
lives in Rhode Island and works as a
licensed mental health counselor....
Michele (Johnson) Deering is
married co husband Dennis and the
couple have three children : Sydney,
6; Will, 2; and Nicholas, I. Michele
is a stay-at-home mother. She
received a doctorate in animal
behavior from University of
California, Davis, in 2002 ....
Susan (Gannon) Finney and
Rod Finney moved co San
Clemente, Calif., in January 2003
and love it. Susan left her job as a
buyer with Charlotte Russe two years
ago co become a scay-ar-home mother
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co children Mikayla, 4, and Blake, 2.
Rod is director of national sales for
SMC Networks, based in Irvine,
Calif. ... Robert Hajdukovich is
president of Frontier Flying Service
in Fairbanks, Alaska. He has three
boys, ages 13, 12 and 10 . ...
Mar ianne Hugo is a manager for
the City of Anaheim's library division. Marianne and husband Sidney
Stone celebrated the second birthday
of their son Aaron on April 13 ....
Er in (Reagan) Lightle and family
have lived on Kodiak Island, Alaska,
for three years, and plan co stay three
more. She and her husband Todd
have two boys ages 5 and I. Todd
Hies for the U.S. Coast Guard, and
Erin writes home studies for adoption and organizes the local adoptive
families group she founded . .. .
Jeffrey Mansukhani has been
married for seven years co wife Kim
and the couple have two children,
ages 4 and I. After graduating,
Jeffrey earned a law degree from
Florida State University and an
M.B.A. from Un iversity of
Michigan. He works as a private
equity consultant at Cambridge
Associates .... Sean Sullivan is the
proud father co three girls: Clare, 5;
Shannon, 2; and Brigid, 5 months.
He is married to wife Bersy and
works at the Chicago Board ofTrade.
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Patrick Brennan, Erin (Turney)
Brennan '90 and children Danny,

7, and Molly, 4, are all well in
Carlsbad, Calif They enjoy camping
and traveling, and encourage other
USO alumni co camp locally. ...
Kevin Carlin has a new position
with Hilb Rogal and Hobbs as a
consultant in their Aliso Viejo,
Calif, office. With more rhan 15
years of benefits experience, he says
he gladly would help any alumni
currently struggling with benefits
costs .... Kathleen (Lane) Clancy
and husband Tim are proud co
announce their adoption of two
brothers, ages 5 and 4, in March
2003 .... Judith (King) Groshek
retired from government service,
moved co South Bend, Ind., and is
teaching part-rime at Indiana
Institute of Technology and Purdue
University.. .. U.S. Air Force Maj.
Sean Hackbarth lives in
Montgomery, Ala., and is assigned co
the Air Command and Staff College
as an instructor and academic adviser.
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After finishing a second master's
degree in mi litary operational art and
science, he was asked co stay on for
another two years as part of the faculty co develop a new elective course
on space operations . .. . Michelle
Quinn has a new position as an
associate doing real estate litigation
in a Manhattan law firm. Anyone in
the New York area is welcome co
visit, she writes .... John Ramos is
an assistant vice president market
manager at Bank of America. He has
been married for five years co wife
Martha. When John is not traveling
for Bank of America, "you'll find me
working out in a local gym or enjoying San Diego's finest restaurants
with my wife," he writes . ... Marie
(Wehan) Ryan has two "beautiful
blondies," Emily Claire and Kate
Marie, who are 14 months apart.
"Life is great," she writes.
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Richard Dorn and wife Erika live

in Edina, Minn. , wirh son Henry, 2.
Richard is director of strategic planning ar Wells Fargo Financial .. ..
Dawn Formo earned a doctorate
in English from the University of
Southern California in 1995. She
joined the faculty in literature and
writing studies at California State
University, San Marcos, that same
year. In 2001, she received tenure
and was promoted co associate professor. "What a thriU and challenge it
has been co be a part of a new university with such motivated students." ... William Hamby was
deployed to Iraq in January 2003
and released from active duty in
August. He returned to his job as
deputy district attorney of Kern
County and was assigned to the gang
unit. His tour as the commanding
officer of the Bakersfield Marine
Reserve unit was scheduled to end in
January.... Patricia (Rock)
Hamra was married in August
2000. She has two beautiful daughters, Monica and Jessica. The family
lives in Anaheim Hills, Calif .. .
Richard Hell and Kim (Jimenez)
Hell live in Monterey, Calif Kim is

a full-rime mother and involved in
community activities, and Rich is a
gastroenterologist who plays a lot of
golf They are looking forward ro
their son Hans' second year on the
ski slopes . ... Kristine (Long)
Lach and Dave Lach '89 live in
San Diego. Dave is director of North
American sales for Impac Medical,
and Kris is a sray-ar-home mother.
They have two beautiful sons,
Jordan, 7, and Shawn, 4.... Stuva
Maniatis was married in July 2000.
Son Srathi Robert William was born
April 10, 2001, and son Jack Aidan
was born Oct. 30, 2002. "Enjoying
life with ocher USO families around
town," Stuva writes .... Peter Neill
recently accepted a new position as
regional vice presidenr of central
region operations for AT&T
Wireless. He planned co move co
Naperville, Ill. , in January with wife
Nina and children Jordan, 10, Philip,
3, and Ben, I. .. . Howard Nelson
lives in Palm Harbor, Fla., with wife
Michelle and three boys, Alex, 10,
Zach, 8, and Andrew, 6. Howard
just passed his certificate of additional qualifications for interventional
radiology. He is a partner in his
group, Celestial Imaging.. .. Joseph
O'Hara and Missy (Duarte)
O' Hara have three children. Missy
works part-time as a physical therapist.... Darcy (Aman) Quinn
and husband Patrick recently moved
to che Marin Country Club area in
Novato, Calif. They have a daughter,
Isabel Darlene, born Dec. ll, 200 I.
... Glenn Twilliger celebrated 10
years with the California Department
of Corrections in January. He and
his fami ly had a prosperous 2003
capped by a joyous Christmas season. Wife Karla continues co "instill
the traditions char make the holidays
memorable," Glenn writes. The
couple have five children, ages 15,
IO, 6, 4 and 2.
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Lance Blount has been married
almost IO years and has a 2-year-old
daughter. He recently changed
careers and now is a financial planner.... Kathleen (Larson)
Borgeson is mother co two girls,
Emily, 6, and Allison, 3. She is at
home with her daughters and works
four hours a week for the Elizabeth
Hospice. She lives with her family in
San Marcos, Calif.... Samantha
Garton-Gale lives in Vail, Colo. ,

with husband Michael and two girls,
Brennecke, 3, and Mackenzie, I.
Sam recently attended che wedding
of her co usin Katy Cogswell '98
co Michael Courtney '98 in
Colorado Springs, Colo .. ..
Robert Jackson is president of a
children's charity called "Kids Day."
The charity's Web site is www.kidsdayoregon.com. He has worked for
American Express for five years . .. .
Valerie Juboori (M.Ed. '94) lives
in che La Jolla neighborhood of San
Diego, raising children Emil, 11 ,
Remy, 6, and Marina, l; with husband Michael. ... Chris Orr recently
was promoted co senior systems engineer and moved co Frisco, Texas,
with his wife, daughter Kathryn, son
Harrison and car Fugly.... Yvonne
Skett married Charles Montoya in
2002. Charles works for Marriott
International .. .. Christine
(Lonnecker) Stehly worked for
Sentre Partners Management
Company for eight years and quit in
1999 co stay at home with daughter
Katie An ne, now 4. Christine gave
birth to her second daughter, Nicole
Lindsey, on July 31, 2002. She and
husband Jerome Stehly '8S and
children live in the Point Loma
neighborhood of San Diego ....
Laura (Davis) Witkowski is a
lieutenant commander in the U.S.
Navy Reserves. She and her husband
have three children.
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Suzanne (Poremba) Albright is
a scay-ar-home mother with three
children: Courtney, 7; Ridge, 4; and
Laine, 2. Suzanne works as a parent
volunteer coordinator at Courtney's
school and loves Montana. ...
Car rie Cwiak and her partner
Chad Huor live in Atlanta. Carrie
is an obsrecrician/gynecologisc on
faculty at Emory University School
of Medicine. She recently completed
a fami ly planning clinical care and
research fellowship as well as a master's in public health in epidemiology
at Emory.... Alexandra (White)
FoxWhite and Tim (Fox)
FoxWhite ' 93 (M.A.) bought
their first home, in Bozeman, Mont.,
while raking a break from their work
overseas. The couple plan co leave
the United States again in April
when Tim and Alex begin their next
assignments in Uganda ....
Kathleen Herren and her husband have been blessed with three

precious children: Joshua, 7; Jacob,
4; and Jessica, 3. They have a window insrallarion company called
American Vision Windows. "Hope
everyone in rhe class of 1992 is
doing awesome. " ... Dr. Brian
Kuipers is in private practice in
Fort Collins, Colo., after finishing
a residency in anesthesiology at
the Mayo Clinic. . .. Amie
( Hutchison) Manske is raising
rwo girls, Ellie, 5, and Maddie, 3,
wirh husband Brian, while growing
a media consulring business . .. .
St ephanie (Smith) Massey
and Jeffrey "J,R," Massey just
celebrated 11 years of marriage.
Stephanie recently returned ro work
as an attorney after being a sray-athome mother co their kids, Rose, 9,
and Teddy, 6. J.R. just rook a new
job as the head of project management for First Tennessee Bank,
which meant a move co Memphis.
... Janell (Zampettl) O'Dowd
has rwo children, Madeline, 2, and
Mallory, 9 months .. .. Sandi
(Ciampa) Rusconi was married in
September 2002 to Andre Rusconi in
Sc. Catherine's Chapel in rhe mountains outside Boulder, Colo. They
enj oy their home and being outdoors
every chance they ger, especially trail
run ning, skiing and snowboarding.
Sandi made a career change in rhe
past year into orthopedic and pharmaceutical sales . ... Rebecca
(Barone) Schnelder is a scay-arhome mother co three children:
Kennedy, 7; Noah, 5; and Micah, I.
She is in the process of getting her
docto rate in education, but loves to
be at home with her kids. The
children's godmother is Nicole
(Schuler) Kalksteln '94 . .. .
Chr istopher Sloan helped start a
mo rtgage brokerage about rwo years
ago and now is rhe vice president.
The company has five offices in
Southern California and Arizona and
soon will expand to Las Vegas. The
firm does mortgage loans, real estate
sales and soon will do real estate development.. .. Natalie (Nomelllnl)
Solari has taken a couple years off
from reaching to raise her son,
Andrew Dante, born Sept. 22, 2002.
.. . Anastasia (Leebolt) Wood
married husband Jonathan in October
2000. In September 2002, they welco med their daughter, Alexandra.
They are enjoying life in the North
County area of San Diego and riding
their horses in their spare rime.

GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Mary (Roth) Bowen Q.D.,
D .N .Sc. '96) was appointed ro the
Pennsylvania Stare Board of Nursing
for a six-year term last year.
Previously, she was promoted co
associate professor and director of
graduate nursing programs ar
Thomas Jefferson University in
Philadelphia.
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Stacey (Buckley) Bunn has been
married co husband David since
1999. They have rwo children,
Johanna, born Dec. 30, 2000, and
Josiah, born March 19, 2003. "The
children are a precious gift from
God," Stacey writes .. .. Kimberly
(Montagna) Cavallo received a
master's degree in clinical psychology
from Pepperdine University and a
reaching credential. She is a special
education reacher in rhe Saugus
(Cali[) Union School District. .. .
Heather Dalley-Pinkln and
Jeffrey Pinkin have rwo daughters,
Taylor, 5, and Lily, 3. They reside in
Westfield, N.]. Jeff is vice president
of The Corporate Communications
Group, a fully integrated marketing
support services company. Heather is
an avid paddle tennis player and
golfer. She hopes co qualify for the
LPGA Tour soon . .. . Arthur
Elefante recently retired from rhe
United Stares Marine Corps after 22
years of active duty. He planned co
move back co his home stare of
Hawaii at rhe end of January. He
accepted a position as a joint readiness specialist/senior analyst ar the
U.S. Pacific Command working on
the transformation of military forces
in the Pacific .... U.S. Navy Reserve
Cmdr. Jeffrey Gaffney recently
returned from an eight-month
deployment in support of Operation
Iraqi Freedom while assigned co rhe
aircraft carrier USS Nimitz. The
Nimitz flew more rhan 6,500 missions in support of the operation . .. .
Kim Flammlo-Hagemeyer
reports rhar son Gabriel James
celebrated his first birthday Dec. I 0.
... James Francisco and Chantal
(Latulippe) Francisco report
their construction business in rhe
Coachella Valley of California is
great. ... Patricia (Smith) Kent
has been doing a lot of traveling
throughout Europe and Russia.
She and her husband are enjoying
their eight grandchildren .. ..

David Martinson opened his own
business in Virginia called Consumer
Antenna. The Web site is www.consumerantenna.com .... Joann
Re:n:o established Edleson and
Rezzo, Attorneys at Law, after seven
years as an attorney at Gray Cary
Ware and Freidenrich. Her new firm
specializes in rhe representation of
plaintiffs and defendants in litigation
in the areas of employment law, business disputes, personal injury, insurance bad faith and medical and legal
malpractice. .. . Brendan Starkey
is a second-year law student ar
University of Southern California
law school. .. . Jann Stoeckl has
been "shooting world-class images
spanning rhe globe, ranging from
places like Alaska, Thailand, Burma,
Cambodia (and) Peru . . . the
underwater microphotography is
rhe besr," he writes.

sells real estate and Scott owns a construction company.. . . Maria
Ramos Labelle has rwo children,
Luna Amelia, born Aug. I, I 99 5,
and Zidane Leon, born Nov. 4,
I 998 .. .. Stefan Van der Steen
(M.B.A. '95) is a consultant co Cisco
Systems. Wife Brenda (Macrory)
Van der Steen '94 works for
Qwest Communications and also
recently started her own jewelry business. The Web site is www.ofrhestone.com . .. . Jason Whitmire
and wife Francesca have rwo children, Madison, 3, and Logan, 9
months . . .. Laura (McKlbben)
Wilson is happy at home with her
three beautiful children: Keenan, 6;
Madeline, 3; and Wyatt, I. She and
her family live in rhe Tierrasanta
neighborhood of San Diego.
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Sarah (Tangeman) Adams
reaches second grade in Huntington
Beach, Calif Her boy Jack is 17
months old .... Kimberly (Curto)
Athans (M.Ed. '00) has been
blessed wirh rwo beautiful children,
Melanie, 2, and Jack, 3 months. She
finishes her master of arts degree in
English ar the University of Houston
rhis spring and has been reaching
part-time at University of Houston
and Montgomery College. She lives
in The Woodlands, Texas, 40 miles
north of Houston ... . Mary
(Ellington) Castorena received
her master's degree in clinical
psychology from Pepperdine
University in 2000. She married
Brian Castorena Jan. 19, 2002, in
Founders Chapel. They moved into
their own home on Christmas Eve,
2002, and on Nov. I, 2003, Mary
launched her own consulting firm
specializing in community and
nonprofit organizations .. ..
Victoria Dryden is divorced wirh
a beautiful 16-month-old boy named
Kai Alexander. ... Mary (Hanna)
Hoffman reaches first grade partrime in Alpine, Calif She and her
husband have rwo girls, Emily, 5,
and Ashley, 8 months .. .. William
Most is a principal scientist with
Washington TRU Solutions and has
lead permitting responsibility for
radioactive hazardous waste ar rhe
Department of Energy's waste isolation pilot plant .... Stephen
Shipley is a third-year emergency
medicine resident ar the Medical
College of Wisconsin in Milwaukee.
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Patricia (Hobson) Alvara is
working on her dissertation at
Capella University. She is married
and her daughter is 15. The family
lives in Kenosha, Wis., and Patricia
spends her days reaching English.
At night, she is an adjunct professor
ar University of Wisconsin,
Whitewater, and for Gateway Tech.
... Natasha (Baker)
Brunstetter is enjoying being a
sray-ar-home mother ro her three
children, ages 5, 2, and IO months.
She is homeschooling her oldest
child .... Amy Fitzgerald recently
moved back co San Diego and is
looking for a job .. . . Kristle
Gorny completed medical school ar
Creighton University in Omaha,
Neb., graduating in 2001. She is in
her third year of a pediatric residency
program at Georgetown University.
... Peter Hal mos finished his
internal medicine residency in 2002.
He moved to Bellingham, Wash.,
where he's been practicing internal
medicine for more rhan a year. He
spends most of his free rime skiing,
mountain biking, sea kayaking and
hiking in rhe Cascades with his dog.
... Darcy Long has lived in San
Francisco for nine years, working on
her career in advertising and marketing. She plans co relocate co
Oceanside, Calif ... Tara
(Osborne) Melchtry is married to
Scott Meichrry and has children
Lexi, 5, and Bryce, 3. The family
lives in Edwards, Colo., where Tara
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In July, he plans to graduate and
hopefull y move back to Southern
Californi a.. .. Laura Simons has
been an independent consultant for
fo ur years. She travels all over the
United Stares and Europe fo r wo rk.
She bought her fi rst house in
Redondo Beach, Calif. ... Matthew
Taylor was teacher of th e year at
Bourgade Catholic High School in
2002-03. He repo rts rhar he final ly
benched 500 pounds in 2003, and is
"still swearing and searching fo r an
underarm deodorant to fight the sun
in beautiful Phoenix, Ariz." ...
Matthew Thomas scarred his
emergency medicine residency at
Naval Medical Center San Diego
after deploying twice with the 3rd
Battalion, I st Marines last year.
The first was to the horn of Africa
and th e second to Iraq, where his
unit went from Kuwait to Baghdad
via al Nasiriyah and several other
Iraqi cities. "Glad to be back home,"
he writes.
GRADUATE AND lAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Cynthia Freeland Q.D.) was

named partner in the San Diego
offi ce of Baker & McKenzie. She is a
member of the litigation and
empl oyment law practice groups,
focusing on corporate and emp loyment li ti gation.
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Brigette Bruning received a mas-

ter's degree in co unseling and is a
clinical directo r at a residential treatment facili ty for abused adolescent
girls.... Joaquin Correia is ar rhe
Naval Postgrad uate School in
Monterey, Calif., worki ng on a master's degree in modeling, simularion
and virtual enviro nmen rs.... Julie
Kams raises show horses .. . .
Wendy (Werner) Ruffner has a
baby girl, Skylar, bo rn Nov. 28,
2002. Wendy owns a baby accessory
and clothing co mpany and designs
children's rooms and nurseries . ...
Dr. Jay Wletecha graduated fro m
Tufts Dental School in 2001. He
met his wife, Holly, in Maine, where
he chose to settle down. He recently
bought into his dental practice. In
his spare rime, he water skis barefoot,
alpine skis and surfs.
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Julie (Liang) Bettinelli and Greg
Bettinelli ' 94 recently moved ro

che Bay area from Los An geles. Greg
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got a job at eBay in San Jose, Calif.
Julie wo rks as a producer for a show
on the Travel Channel. They live in
Burlingame, Calif. , and are very
excited about living near San
Francisco .. .. Richard Conard has
lived in Los Angeles fo r fo ur years
and works fo r AIDS Healthcare. He
is invo lved with marking and advertising, photography, graph ic design,
directing and producing video segments. He is in charge of al l aspects
of mu ltim edia for the company....
Amy Goa:ziou spent 1999 playing
professional soccer and traveling in
New Zealand, and calls it the best
experience of her life. She was an
assistant soccer coach at Wake Forest
University under form er US O soccer
coach Tony Da Luz for one year. She
spent rhe pas t three years teaching
phys ical educati on to elementary
school chi ldren. She lives in Phoenix.
. .. Joseph Gorga received his doctorate in marine science ar the
University of California, Santa
Barbara, in September.. .. Amanda
Lomont planned to receive an
M.B.A. with a marketing emphasis
from the USC Marshall School of
Business .. .. Virginia MooreArbing was married in 2000 and
had a son, Charl es F. Arbing IV, on
Nov. 30, 2002. ... Jason Patel
recently co-wrote, with a fo rmer
"Saturday Night Live" wri ter, a
comedic rendition of''The Nutcracker."
Their version, "The Dodesmacker,"
was scheduled to be perfo rmed in Los
Angeles duri ng cl1e holiday season.. ..
Justin Wasserman is dreaming
about San Diego weather "amid a cold
NYC winter snowstorm."

1998
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Jacques Ballard became co mm u-

ni ty relations directo r of Maximus, a
Virginia wo rkfo rce services firm , in
January. He plans to receive his master's degree from San Diego State
University chis spri ng. Most recently
Jacques was a comm unity representative and policy advise r to San Diego
Coun ty Supervisor Ron Roberts.. ..
Michelle Barbary received a master of science degree in nursing with
an emp hasis in public health in
2002. She works at Children's
Hospital and Research Center in
Oakland, Calif. She plans ro co ntin ue
her education at University of
Califo rn ia, San Francisco, to get her
nu rse practitioner's license....

Joshua Beckett is th e winemaker

(Reule) Farringer joined the

at Peachy Canyo n Winery in Paso
Robles, Calif. Wife Gibsey (Pence)
Beckett ' 99 teaches at Templeton
Middle School. .. . Mark Bella is a
producer of MTV news and documentaries and lives in Los Angeles.

heal thcare ind ustry practice area of
rhe law firm Bass, Berry & Sims
PLC in Nashville in December. She
received her Juris Doctorate from
Vanderbilt Univers ity School of Law
in 2002, and completed a clerkship
fo r Judge H . Emory Widener Jr. in
the United States Court of Appeals
fo r the 4cl1 Circuit in Abingdon,Va.
... Angela Filose is in her last
year of studies ar the University of
Colorado Health Sciences Center in
Denver, getting a master's degree in

... Bethany (Stensaas) Farley

and Ryan Farley ' 97 were married
in their hometown of Boise, Idal10,
on Ju.ly 20, 2002. Bethany has
worked with Qualcomm since graduating fro m USO. Ryan is a product
manage r with Intuit. ... Deborah

genetic counseling. She hopes to
move back to California after
receiving her degree in May. ...
Alejandra Gonzalez (M.A '03)
received a master's degree in school
counseling in August. She works as
a family self-sufficiency specialist for
the National City Collaborative .. ..
Ernest Govea received his M.B.A.
in financial management from the
aval Postgraduate School in
Monterey, Calif., in December. He
and his family moved to their next
assignment in Warren, Mich., in
January. ... Valerie Millard is
attending Delta Connection
Academy Flight School in Florida
ro pursue her dream of becoming a
pilot. She finished her commercial
multi-engine ratings and will become
a Right instructor at the school next
year. She hopes to be flying for the
ai rl ine in 2005 .... Brian Murphy
married Kathleen (Murphy)
Murphy '99 in July 2002. Brian
recently took a job as a sales representative in Long Island, N.Y. , for
Cleveland Go lf.... Anna
Par k man graduated from the Johns
Hopkins University School of
Nursing with a bachelor of science
degree in nursing. She works in labor
and delivery at the University of
California, San Diego, Medical
Center.. .. Emily Seaman lives in
Denver and has taught high school
social studies for five years. She plans
m complete her master's degree in
school counseling chis spring and
hopes to move to high school counseling next fall .. .. Alina Marie
Silvestre is a fourth grade teacher
in Calabasas, Calif. She earned a
master's degree in education from
Pep perdine University in 2000, and
is an adviser co the student council
an<l the GATE program.

teaching credential. Now, Lisa teaches
first grade in Arcadia, Calif., and
lives in Sierra Madre, Calif. , with
Allison Georgino •o I . . . .
Shannon (Pace) Giese married
Dan Giese on Dec. 28, 2001. They
will move to Oceanside, Calif., in
October. Dan plays baseball for the
Philadelphia Phillies and Shannon is
teaching third grade in San Juan
Capistrano, Calif. .. .. Kimberly
lntagliata is an attorney working
in the Denver trial office of the
Colorado State Public Defender.. ..
Kate Kutchins was transferred
from the San Diego office of TD
Waterhouse to New York in 2001.
She is the manager of three departments, quality assurance, workforce
management and call management
analysis. She is sharing the New York
experience with her boyfriend of
three years .... Jennifer (Wright)
Maravlllas graduated from the
police academy in December. She
will work as a deputy for the Contra
Costa County Sheriff's Department.
Husband Aram is a San Francisco
firefighter, and the couple recently
bought a home in Antioch, Calif. ...
Kira Truebenbach Q.D. '03)
graduated from USO School of Law
in May... . Mollie Wolf has worked
for The John Deere Co. for four
years. She earned her M.B.A. from
Arizona State University in May.
She competes in triathlons, is training
for a marathon and having a great
time in the Midwest.
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Ant hony Bannister recently was
hired as an instructional aide at
Rocklin High School where his girlfr iend is a teacher. He is nearing the
completion of his teaching credentials in English and social science.
An thony looks forward to teaching
English and history to 11 ch graders.
... Lisa Carroll traveled and
worked in Australia for six months
after she graduated. When she
returned, she worked as a concierge
at the Los Angeles Athletic Club. She
th en went back m school at Azusa
Pacific University and received her

Fame Costales received her

master's degree in social work at the
University of Michigan School of
Social Work in 2002. She is a medical social worker at an adult day
healthcare center and working
toward obtaining her license as a
clinical social worker.. .. Erin
Distler has gone to Australia to
attend veterinary school. ... David
Fell started a real estate development
company in San Diego in 2002
called Sterling Investments
Management Corp . .. . Angela
Hauck lives in Bellevue, Wash.,
and works in downtown Seattle as

a senior auditor for KPMG LLP. ...

in Rancho Santa Fe, Calif. ...

Corle Huffman went to Australia

Rebecca Genet completed a

after graduation for the Olympic
Games. He traveled the country for
three months. Corle lived in Taiwan
for a year and caught English there.
He recently moved to San Francisco,
where he is a substitute teacher... .
Christina Oones) Jahr received
a secondary teaching credential
from Arizona State University in
2003. She works as a ninth- and
I Och-grade biology teacher in the
Chandler Unified School District in
Chandler, Ariz . ... Noe Jar amillo
is working and starting a family. He
also is looking to go back to school
co earn an M.B.A. ... Jeffrey Knoll
is director of operations for
Marathon Industries in Seattle. He
lives in a waterfront cabin in the
Seattle area. He retired from basketball last year after a back injury. He
had played in Seattle, Australia and
the Midwest .... Julie Maleki is a
legislative aide to the vice mayor of
Long Beach, Calif. She attends
California State University, Long
Beach, for a master's degree in
public policy and administration . ...
Andrew Marchi is in his fourth
year as director of campus ministry
and head boys volleyball coach at
St. Augustine High School in San
Diego. "I absolutely love my job,"
Andrew writes . ... Monique
Massey and fiance Steven Langfus
bought their first house, in Santee,
Calif. "It is a 1970s home that we
are in the process of updating,"
she writes . ... Diane Whitfield
graduated from the Sc. John's
University School of Law in June.
She is an attorney in White Plains,
N.Y.. .. John Wilkes and Deanne
(Jensen) Wilkes ' 01 married on
June 23, 2002, in Vancouver, Wash.
They live in Northern California,
where both are teachers.

teacher credentialing program at
Dominican University in 2002. She
teaches fourth grade at a small private school in Marin County, Calif.
... Felipe Gutierrez (M.S.N. '03)
is a facu lty member at San Diego
City College and assistant professor
of nursing education. She is president of the San Diego chapter of the
National Association of Hispanic
Nurses . ... Aron Healy and Maria
Perez-Barris were marred July 13,
2002, in Sonoma, Calif. Aron has
worked with Frankl in Templeton
since graduation. Maria works with
children. The couple had a second
wedding ceremony in Maria's home
city of Barcelona, Spain, in July.
They currently live in Redwood City,
Calif.. .. Robyn Hodges is working on her doctorate in psychology
in Missouri .... Shauna Mc Munn
works as an office manager of the
engineering department at the Hyatt
Regency in San Diego. She works
with MADD and FOCAS as a parttime vo lunteer, and recently was
certified as a personal firness trainer.
. .. After a year and a half learning
sales, management and marketing,
Justin Peek opened the U.S. division of a Canadian and English business, manufacturing a line of polishing and protectant compounds used
throughout the marine, automotive,
janitorial and other industries ....
Lissa Ress just bought a house in
Woodland HiJls, Calif. , and bought a
shih-czu puppy named Sydnee. Lissa
has been in real estate for a year and
a half and has "thankfully been very
successful." ... Sevan Setian is in
his third year at Loyola Law School
in Los Angeles and plans to graduate
chis year. .. . Heather St angle is a
promotions assistant at radio station
94.9 FM in San Diego, and says it's
"like working at a start-up company."
Previously she completed an internship at an advertising agency in
Sydney, Australia, in a program
offered by National University.
She received a master's degree in
human behavior there in 2003 ... .
Matthew Strother works in the
family business of building high-end
homes in Palm Springs .... Chelsea
Upham received a paralegal certificate from USD 's Paralegal School in
April and is cackling the tough San
Diego job market. ... Joseph
Wilcox is teaching seventh and
eighth grades in Angels Camp,
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First Lt. Nancy Cech is part of
the U.S. Army 2nd Stryker Brigade
Combat Team and is preparing to
deploy.... Paula Chapman works
for the Art Institute of California in
San Diego as the alumni and job
development coordinamr. She also
enjoys her position as resident
minister with University Ministry
at USO . ... Melissa Di Prima
received her master's degree in teaching
in December. She currently teaches
fourth grade at the Nativity School
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Alumni Pass Leadership
Know-how to Teens

O

n Feb. 24, 17-year-old
Manuel headed off to
his first job - not at
a fast food joint or local retail
store, but at Elite Show Services
Inc., where he was hand-picked
for an internship by chief executive officer John Kontopuls '03.
Kontopuls is one of five alumni
from the business school's master of science in executive leadership program - which trains
business executives to be better
leaders - who took to heart
the program's mission to teach
executives how to transform
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their organizations and their
community through service.
They decided the best way to
make a difference was to pass
the skills they learned to the
next generation .
After they graduated in July
2003, the alumni created a pilot
program to teach leadership and
other practical life skills to a group
of seven high schoolers living at
the Toussaint Teen Center, a local
group home for teens who don't
have stable homes.
"We didn 't know what to
expect, because we're just ama-

teur teachers,"
says MSEL graduate John Weiss, a strategic sales
representative with Sun
Microsystems. "We're not just
here to make these teen-agers
feel good, but to teach them skills
that they can take out into the
real world. It's been so great to
see how much they've grown."
During the pilot program,
which ran from September 2003
to March 2004, the alumni Kontopuls and Weiss, along with
Stephanie Casenza, Steve
Holland and Deb Lehman taught the teen-agers leadership
skills, including setting goals, asking for help, solving problems
and even running meetings. They

also taught the teens how to use
different types of power, which
can come, for example , from
one's knowledge, relationships
or positions.
The teens range in age from
15 to 18. They learned how to
write resumes, went on mock
interviews, had lunch on the
USD campus and took a field
trip to the Natural History
Museum in San Diego's Balboa
Park.The lessons resonated with
Manuel who, at one point,
walked up to Kontopuls and
asked for a job.
"I wanted to hire him right off
the bat," says Kontopuls , who
put the young man to work in
his company's human resources

The MSEL graduates gather at
the Toussaint Teen Center for a
huddle with the local teens.

Toussaint Teen Center, whe re
all seven students either have
jobs o r do volunteer work.
"We picked kids who
already had some raw leadership skills to be in this program, and I've seen a lot of
improvement;' says Cortni
Phillips, th e center's program
supervisor. "They are more
confident and bette r able to
make decisions. They are us ing
these tools to solve problems
and to run meetings that are
more organized than most of
the adult meetings I go to."
Now that the pilot is complete, the alumni plan to
expand the program with additional students from the
Toussaint Teen Center and add

Joh n Kontopuls (left), president and CEO of Elite Show Services, Inc.,
gives 17-year-old Manuel a taste of what it's like to be an executive.

department. "Manuel is mo re
introve rted, but he really
thi nks about what's been
taught to him.When he speaks
you can really tell he's thought
things out. He's so bright.
" In fact, I was impressed
with all these teens," he adds.
"It was incredible to see how
t hey soaked it all up. I know
they get what we're teaching
and t hat they'll develop, not
Just as good business men and
women, but as good citizens."
Evidence of the program's
success is apparent at the

workshops on public speaking,
job training, interviewing skills,
job shadowing, negotiating and
getting internships.
"As we go forward, we're
working closely with the students to make sure our vision
supports their needs," Weiss
says. "We 're confident that our
students will be fun-loving, successful people. We will find
them providing leadership on
campus, at work and in the
community."

- Krystn Shrieve

Calif, and working toward a reaching credential ar Fresno Stare
University. He just finished his first
year as varsity soccer coach at Bret
Harre High School.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Christine Marie Brown (M.F.A.)

has the lead as Juliet in Shakespeare's
"Romeo and Juliet" at the Guthrie
Theatre in Minneapolis, Minn.
She appeared on Broadway at the
Lincoln Center Theatre in rhe muchacclaimed drama of "Henry IV" with
Kevi n Kline and Ethan Hawke. She
also appeared in three productions at
the Alabama Shakespeare Festival in
Mobile, Ala., the fift h largest
Shakespeare festival in rhe United
Scares. When nor traveling, Christine
makes her home in New York City.
... Steven Brumer (LL.M.)
practices estate planning, probate
and elder law with Copeland and
Tierman, LLP in downtown San
Diego. He co-founded Onli ne
Directives Inc. , an online health care
directive and viral record registry
located at www.onlinedirecrives.com.

coali tion of naval fo rces providing
security rhroughour Iraqi territorial
waters .... Mark Lizzol moved to
Alb uquerq ue in July and began a
job as a youth program officer for
the Bernalillo Coun ty Ju ve nile
Detention Center. ... Lori Loiselle
attends US D's School of Law. ...
Heather Manly received a
multiple subject reaching credential
through USD, and now is back at
USO, getting her master's degree in
special education and working as the
graduate assistant in the Department
of Alcohol and Drug Education and
Services . ... Autumn Paul starred
her own business as a photographer,
special izing in children's portraits,
fam ily portraits and head shoes . .. .
Caroline (Beatty) Schimmel
and Scott Schimmel were married

June 22, 2002.
GRADUATE AND LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI

Marc Takenaga Q.D.) recently
was hired as a financial services
represenrarive ar New England
Financial, a full-service financ ial
firm, in San Diego.

2002

2003

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI

Justine Carson has been a volun-

William Kalenius is the head row-

teer coordinator for Ronald McDonald
House Charities of Hawaii for a
year.. .. David Colella is a secondyear student at the University of
California, Hastings College of the
Law. He exrerned for the California
Court of Appeals last summer. ...
Caley Cook is a freelance journalist
in San Diego ... . Joseph Horejs is
a volu nteer reacher with Nativity
Prep Academy in San Diego. He
reaches fifth grade and is working on
a master's degree in character education ar USD .. .. Alisha Johnson is
obtain ing a master's degree in social
work at San Diego Srare University
and applying to doctoral programs in
California .. .. Tracy (Hagen)
Kiffe is in her first year as a reacher,
leading a second grade class at
Chesterton Elementary School in
San Diego. Husband Brian Kiffe '00
is in his th ird year reaching science at
Patrick Henry High School in San
Diego. He is working on a master's
degree in education at USD . ...
U.S. Navy Ensign Hugo Lima
recently returned from an eightmonth deployment on rhe guided
missile cruiser USS Princeton. The
Princeton spent several weeks as the
Northern Arabian Gulf Maritime
Intercept Commander, directing a

ing coach of Vancouver Lake Crew,
an al l-county high school rowing
ream in Clark County, Wash . .. .
After graduation, Andrew
Putnam continued his job at
Raytheo n Integrated Defense
Systems, where he was named lead
sofrware engineer for the SSDS Mk2
Technology Refresh program, a job
char normally requires 15 or more
years of experience. He plans to
atte nd the University of Washi ngton
to pursue a doctorate in computer
engineering, concentrating on distributed systems and computer architecture .. .. Josie Wilkes is pursuing
a master of arcs degree in advertising
at University of Texas, Austin, and
expects to be done in May 2005.

iljj
~

...... ..

Marriages
Brigitte Cady '90 married Chris

Reedy in California's wine country.
The couple live in Newport Beach,
Calif, where Brigitte owns a marketing
and sponsorship consulting business.
... Marc Duggan '91 is celebrating
SPR I NG 2004
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10 years as a Realtor. He serves on
the board of directors of Friends of
Visra Hi ll. Marc married Maureen
Kezas on Ocr. 11 in a private backyard ceremony at their University
Heights home. T hey honeymooned
in Palau and made 15 scuba dives
while there... . Noel Stehly ' 91
and Stella Mellos ' 95 were
married in San Diego at Saints
Constantine and Helen Greek
Orthodox Church . Members of rhe
wedding parry included: Jerome
Stehly '85 ; Neal Stehly ' 87; Jim
Mellos '89 ; Charlie Bush '92;
Mike Rogers '91 (J.D. '95);
Stacy (Bunten) Summa ' 97;
Kathy Glaser '95 (M.B.A. '01);
Lysanne Ray '96 ; and Helen
Wilson '98 (M.B.A '04) . . .. Eric
Forsell '93 and Kerry
Degenhardt '97 were married

May 24 in Laguna Beach, Calif. The
wedding parry included: Tim
McNiff '93; Fred Wiklund '93 ;
Mark Schollaret '93 ; Toby Bost
'93; Todd Fraser '94 ; Katie
(Sirek) Smith '97; Natalie
McDonald ' 97; and Molly
(Mrack) Lawrence '97. Eric and

Kerry live in the La Jolla neighborhood of San Diego .... Patricia
(O'Connor) Lauritzen '93 married her husband, Dean Lauritzen, at
Sr. Teresa of Avila Church in Bodega
Bay, Calif. They honeymooned in
Taveuni, a Fij ian island. T he couple
planned to move to the San
Francisco Bay area early this year to
be closer to his family.... Aud
Melas '93 married Evan Lewis in
August in a mountain resort in
Norway. For more than three years,
Aud helped launch an online auction
company fo r heavy construction
equipment. The co uple are looking
into raking over a business in
Norway.... Amber Campbell '94
married John Allman on June 20
on Kent Island, Md. Amber heads
marketing and communications

for rhe American Red Cross'
International Services. The couple
live in Washington, D.C. ... Scott
Curtner ' 94 married Jill Penrod in
San Francisco, where Scott works
full-rime for Bank of America and
part-time as a real estate developer
and property manager.... Chris
Jester '94 and Angele Farrell
'95 were married by Father James
O'Leary on Ocr. 4 in Founders
Chapel. Anette Farrell '98 was
maid of honor and Greg Meeks
' 96 was best man. After the wedding, Chris and Angele quit the ir
jobs and sold Chris' rownhouse so
they could travel the world for a
year. To follow their travels, log on
to www.jesterrravel. com .. .. Kyna
Abel '95 married JeffLunglhofer
on Aug. 23 at the Coronado Island
Marriott Resort. They honeymooned
in Fiji .... Tamara Denby '95
married Gabriel Bodner on Aug. 31
in Monterey, Calif. The couple honeymooned in the Greek islands. They
also recencly moved from Colorado
Springs, Colo., to Menlo Park, Calif.
Tamara is an account manager for
Mercury Interactive . .. . Jaelyn
Chock '96 was married ro Scott
Sibley on Ocr. 18 at Founders
Chapel. Scott is a marine, stationed
at Camp Pendleron. Since graduating, Jaelyn has been working fo r the
Department of Defense as an
oceanographic scientist traveling
internationally on special defense
programs .... Enrique Duarte '96
married Marie Amalie Hussons
'03 on Oct. 25. Enrique founded
his own distribution company char
prod uces and distributes ice cream
and Popsicles . ... Leslie Fisher '96
married Ch ris Whitaker last summer.
Suki Fisher '94 and Maggie
(Kahl) Hickey '96 were in rhe
wedd ing parry. Leslie teaches second
grade in Orange County, Calif. , and
is working on a master's degree in

TELL US ABOUT IT
Se nd class notes to one of the fo llowing ad dresses,
and we'll get it in USO Magazine as soon as
possible. Class notes are edited for space,
and only wedd ing and birth information, not
engagements or pregnancies, will be publis hed.
E-mail: classnotes@sandiego.edu

University of San Diego
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 921 I0
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curriculum and instruction at Cal
State University, Fullerton .. ..
Alicia Kemmitt ' 96 and
Esteban del Rio '95 (M.Ed. '96)

were married Aug. 2 at Founders
Chapel. Esteban is a visiting assistant
professor in communications studies.
Alicia is completing her docrorare in
comm un ications from the University
of Massachusetts, Amherst. T he couple live in San Diego . ... Sarah
Trudell '96 married Kenny PendeU
on June 28 at Sr. Mary Magdalene
Catholic Church. They honeymooned in Jamaica. They now live
in the Mission Valley neighborhood
of San Diego. Sarah reaches rhi rd
grade in the Cajon Valley Union
School District. ... Kristin Conley
'91 was married July 19 in San
Marrin, Calif., ro Paul Rowe. Paul
also is a reacher. The couple had a
wonderful honeymoon in the
Caribbean . ... Robyn Kenyon ' 91
married Mark Kammerer on Oct. 18
in Stonington, Conn. In the wedding parry were: Susie Callahan
'97; Joan Caratan '97; and Tami
(Barnhart) Reese '97 . After
honeymooning in Barbados, the
Kammerers planned to relocate to
California .... James Maloney '97
and Brigid Wild '99 were wed
Dec. 6 in Tucson, Ariz.. .. Nicole
Newton '98 married Ian Jester on
Sept. 27 in Palm Springs, Calif. The
wedding parry included: Sinead
Gavin '95; Emma (Williams)
Bales ' 95 ; Heather Kenney '95;
and Joy (Deutsch) Justus '96 .
Deanna Zamora '95 and Nancy
Cullen '98 also participated in the
ceremony.... Margaret Gabor
'99 Q.D.) married Juan Jacobo on

June 14 at La Jolla Presbyterian
Church. One of Margaret's bridesmaids was Amanda Trefethen '99
O.D.). Juan and Margaret honeymooned on rhe island of St. Lucia.
Margaret is a federal prosecutor at
the U.S. Attorney's office in San
Diego .. .. Juliette Lewis '99 married Jim McDonough on Aug. 9 in
Carmel, Calif. The couple met when
Juliette came to Boston in 200 1 to
run the Boston Maracl1on. T he rwo
recently bought their first home in
Woburn, Mass . ... Mara Linges
' 99 married Justin Benscoter in
Founders Chapel on March 6, 2004.
Mara is working in human resources
for a biorech company in the
Sorrento Valley neighborhood of San
Diego .... Levi Considine ' 00
married Margarita Ferdman, who

attended USD from 1998 to 2000,
on Jan. 16. T he couple live in the
Fletcher Hills neighborhood of El
Cajon, Calif. Thomas works in
Coronado as a logistics specialist for
the U.S. Navy, and he fin ished
his first semester ac San Diego
State University working toward an
M.B.A. ... Tasha Matthews ' 00
married Chad Bartley in Portland,
Ore. , on Nov. 1. Tasha is working on
a master's degree in communications
at Portland State University. She
hopes to become a college professor.
... Kelly San Martin ' 00 recently
married Pejman Ghan nadian in
Maui.... Jennifer Sobolewski
'00 and Ryan Johnson '00 were
married Dec. 6 in Chicago, where
they now reside. Ryan is an investment analyst and Jenn ifer is an
event planner. ... Elisa Romo '03
married Robert Hilliard Jr. on July
26 in Founders Chapel.

This section lists births occuring in
the previous 12 months. Others are
listed under class years.
John Jakubczyk '76 and wife
Petra became parents to their 11th
child, Will iam James, on July 26.
John continues to be involved in
pro-life activities and spoke at me
Arizona Pro Life Conference in
Phoenix in September. ... Michael
Iglesias '78 and wife Carolina
celebrated rhe birth of cheir fourth
child, Joseph, on Sept. 6. Mike has
been wi ch National City Police
Department for 24 years, and is the
investigations division lieutenant ....
Roy Pearson '78 (M.B.A. '97)

and wife Jessica welcomed second
son Matthew Alexander on Sepe. 5.
Roy is a pilot for Delta Airlines flying out of Los Angeles Internacional
Airport. He is a colonel in the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserves and is a liaison officer for rhe Naval Reserve
Readiness Command, based in San
Diego .. .. James Reilly '83 and
his wife welcomed daughter Ava
Suzanne on June 2. James graduated
from the Army War College with a
master's degree in strategic studies in
June 2002. He also participated in
Operation Iraqi Freedom . ... Laura
(Palaui) Reyes

•as

(M.A. ' 88)

and husband Mark announce the
birch of their fifth child, Bryson
Adam, born 0cc. 8. He joins brothers Eron, David and Chrisropher,
and sister Analisse. Laura is a parent
educator in che Poway (Calif.)
Unified School District and enjoys
having a flexible sched ule that allows
her to be with her children ....
Carolyn (Dominguez) Canzano
' 88 welcomed Grace Elizabeth to

the family in July. Grace joins her
two sisters, Julia, 4, and Celeste, 2.
.. . Alice Visser-Furay '88 and
husbad Jeroen welcomed their fifth
child, Kevin Nicolaas, into the
world Dec. 5. Kevin was born in
Dusseldorf, Germany, and joins
siblings Patrick, 7; Carolyn, 5; and
3-year-old twins, Rebecca and
Thomas .. .. Theresa (Rasic) '89
and Mike '88 Gonzales welcomed
a baby boy, Joseph Michael, on Dec. 2.
Big sister Nicola is 7 and brother
Christian is 5.... Andrew
Hummel '89 and wife Mary
Fra nces welcomed second son Teddy
on July 14. Andrew reports chat the
fa mily, including Audrey, 5, and
Andrew, 3, is doing well and living
in Denver.. .. Alice (Barrett)
Schlesier '89 left her position as
a major account executive at
Computer Masters to give full a
rrc ntion to son Brandon Edward,
born April 22 .... Cynthia (Koval)
'90 and John E.D. '97 O.D.)
Nicholson welcomed their second
child, John Frederick, born Dec. 9.
Joh n joins sister Karen, 3. They
reside in San Luis Obispo, Calif.,
whe re John is an accorney at
Ada mski Moroski Madden & Green,
practicing business litigation, including representing che Golden Scace
Warriors .... Mary (Kuebelbeck)
Smit h '90 and husband Burke had
a rh ird son, Carson, in May. Their
other boys are Graham, 10, and
Harrison, 7. The family lives in
Sheboygan, Wis .... Timothy
Car roll '91 and his wife welcomed
rheir second child, Adeline
Devanney, on Sept. 18. Addie joins
big brother Declan, who turned 3
recently. Timothy is a professor in
the business school at Georgia Tech
University.... Julie (Thurman)
' 9 1 (M.A. T. '93) and David '97
Francisco are happy to announce
rhe June 13 arrival of Ethan
Francisco. Ethan joins 2-year-old
sister Emma .... Catherine
( Fahey) Jones '91 welcomed
daughter Casey Marie in April, who

joins brother Jack Joseph who was
born in July 2000. The family lives
in the Belmont Shore neighborhood
of Long Beach, Calif. Catherine has
retired from the event business to
stay at home with her children ... .
Catherine (Smith) Oakley '91,

husband Paul and son Andrew
welcomed son Zachary Thomas on
Aug. 26 .... Richard Pearl '91
and his wife recently had their first
child, Ryan Michael, on July 10 . ...
Kathy (Ness) Phelan '91 and
husband Dave welcomed a baby
boy, William Doyle, on March 7.
The family just moved ro Rocklin,
Calif., from Sacramento. Kathy is a
contract manager with Blue Shield
of California .... Luis '91 and
Monica (Coudurier) '90
Ventura welcomed fourth daughter

Ines Pilar on Feb. 22. She joins
sisters Lucia, 6, Natalia, 5, and
Monserrat, 2. ... Michelle
(Fowler) '91 and Michael '94
Dullea celebrated che arrival of
their first child, Michael Norman,
on May 1... . Julie (Bonar) '91
and Mark '91 Moyer welcomed
their first child, Madison Ann, on
Sept. 15. Mark graduated from San
Francisco Law School in June and is
studying for che bar, which he
planned to take in February.. ..
Steve '91 and Amy (Giorgianni)
'91 Psomas welcomed a new
daughter, Kare Elizabeth, in May.
Kare joins Emma, 5, and Luke, 3 . ...
Lisa (Bianchi) Thompson '91

and husband Jim had a son, Jake, on
June 16. The couple live in Long
Beach, Calif. Lisa is an information
technology project manager at ING
in Torrance, Calif. ... Maria
(Rickard) Arroyo '93 and her
husband had a beautiful baby boy
named Diego Anronio on Aug. 9....
Pam (Malone) Cosgrove '93 and
husband Rich were blessed with
rwins, Ian and Abby, on June 26 ....
Matthew Horeczko '93

announces char daughter Grace
Isabella was born 0cc. 16. Matthew
is a graduate of Southwestern
University School of Law and his
practice is limited to criminal
defense ... . Susan Torrey '93 and
husband Ted Theocheung report char
son Aiden Andrew entered their lives
on July 22. "He is the most wonderful liccle boy, and the joy of our
lives," writes Susan . ... Jed Davis
'94 and wife Chastity had a baby
girl named Sophie Caroline in
January. She is cheir first child. Jed

runs his own photography company
and retail shop in summer on the
Outer Banks of North Carolina ... .
John Elkins '94 and his wife welcomed daughter Elodie Reese on
May 12 ... . Ted '94 and Tracy
Oones) '94 Elliott welcomed
daughter Hannah in April. Tracy is
a scay-ac-home mother to Hannah
and Ryan, 2, and Ted runs his own
recruiting firm . The family lives in
the Leucadia neighborhood of
Encinitas, Calif. ... Daniel Ettlich
'94 and his wife were blessed with
a beautiful girl named Faith in
January. Daniel planned ro graduate
from che Naval Postgraduate School
in December with a dual master's
degree. The family plans to move to
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, where Daniel
will be working in the shipyard ....
Joseph Giammarinaro '94 and
wife Heather had a second child,
Maya Emily, on July 15. They also
have 3-year-old son Benjamin ....
Kjirsten (Aftreth) Langland
'94 and husband Shane are the

proud parents of son Erik Anders,
born June 3. Kjirscen teaches second
grade in Anchorage, Alaska, and
loves being a mom .... Marisa
(Schuber) Luskey '94 and husband Matthew welcomed daughter
Madeline Jean on Feb. 13. Madeline
is adored by big brother Reid, 3.
The family lives in Seaccle.... Chad
'94 and Tanya (Lugliano) '95
Stewart had a licrle girl, Audrey
Faith, on June 7. Audrey is their
first child .... Armin '95 and
Elizabeth (Mahoney) '96
Eberhard are proud ro announce

che birth of their first child, Jacob
Paschal, on June 14 .... Jorge
Geremia '95 and wife Kathleen
Kramer welcomed Duncan Antonio
on March 28 .... Maribel (Garcia)
Gonzalez '95 and her husband
had a second baby, a boy named
Andres David, on Nov. 12 . ...
Matthew '95 and Ashley
(Thomas) '95 Hastings welcomed
their daughter, Avery Elizabeth, born
July 7. Avery joins sister Mackensie,
2. ... Timothy '95 and Jennifer
(Lofftus) Lynch '95 report char
Tim is a producer in Los Angeles.
Jen is a fifth-grade teacher in Malibu,
Calif. Son Cameron is 21 months.
... Tara (Steinle) '95 and Daniel
'95 Poole welcomed second
child, Kelly Susanne, on March 23,
2003. She is che younger sister of
Christopher, 2 ''2. ... Jennifer

(Knuff) Eichhorst '96 and

husband John welcomed second
child Caiclyn Elise, born May 24.
Older brother Jared turned 2 a week
lacer.... Tim Flaherty '96 and
wife Rita had a baby girl, Norah
Maureen, on July 30 ... . Amy
(Bistline) '97 and Ray '95 Guidi
welcomed son Ben in June. Ben is
licrle brother to Jack, now 3. The
family lives in Stockton, Calif. ...
Laurie Eastwood-Raher '97
(M,S,N. '98) welcomed new addi-

tion Noah John Raher on Dec. 12,
"a blessed gift," Laurie writes .. ..
Tami (Barnhart) Reese '97 gave
birch co Jake Conner on Jan. 2. He is
che first child for her and husband
West Reese. The family lives in the
Santa Fe Valley neighborhood of San
Diego . .. . Veronica Contreras
'98 and Ricardo Jaimes '96 had
a boy, Angel Ricardo, on 0cc. 29.
"He will accend USO in the very far
future," writes Veronica. ... Corise
(Bittner) '98 and Paul '98
Story welcomed daughter Madison
Catherine on May 30 .... Amy
(Logan) '99 and David '00
Wright had their first child, Ashley
Christine, on Oct. 13. Dave is a
stockbroker for T.D. Waterhouse
in San Diego. Amy received her
master's degree in communication in
2001 and reaches ac various colleges
in the San Diego area .... Sarah
(Lopez) Rowin '00 had a baby
girl on 0cc. 13. She and husband
Steve scarred their own business,
Widescope LLC, a security surveillance firm .... Cynthia (Westin)
Crist '01 (M.S.N. '01) has a new
son, Connor Ryan, born March 3.
Cynthia works full-rime as a nurse
practitioner in an oncology practice.

In Memoriam
Mary (Breen) Wilbur, who
accended USD in the lace 1950s and
also worked in the registrar's office
in 1960, died June I 4, 2002.
Mark Sitter '87 died in a motorcycle accident in Lititz, Penn., in
August. He is survived by his
spouse, Naoko Sierer.

USO trustee emeritus George
Pardee died in February. He served
on the board of trustees from 1977
to 1997. He was a USO Lifetime
Leadership donor and a member of
the university's 50th Anniversary
honorary committee.
SPRING 2004
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IN YOUR OWN WORDS

Child Friendly
Jennifer Bailey '97 earned her degree in English and communication
studies. She lives with her 12-year-old son in Edmonds, Wash., and
is a fourth-generation employee in her family's petroleum marketing company. Here, she talks about her experience as a respite care
provider for foster children.

I

've known I'd be a foster parent since I was a child. When my
parents told me how lucky I was to have a nice family and a safe
home, I was shocked that our extra bedrooms weren't filled with
kids in need. Sitting in my Seattle apartment in August of 2001,
I realized it was time to get the wheels moving.
I saw a newspaper ad for Olive Crest, a foster care agency from
San Diego with a new office in Seattle. I didn't realize such agencies
existed - they rake over case management of the child for the scare
and provide services like mentoring and transportation. They handle
much of the paperwork for the scare and shield the foster parents
from burnout.
They informed me that they couldn't place a child with me,
because I was a single woman with a fu ll-rime job. Bur they said
I could be a "respite care provider" - something I'd never heard of.
In addition to offering emergency homes for children coming into

Jennifer Bailey makes dinner with her son, whose identity is protected.

the system, respite care providers temporarily rake foster kids from
their foster families to give everyone a break. I decided to give it a try.
The training I received for licensing as a respite care provider
helped me imagine what foster children go through. I learned that
foster children blame themselves for their own worlds falling apart,
and their low self esteem puts them at a much greater risk for more
bad experiences in life. Perhaps most important, I learned a child
lashing out at me is a child trusting me with his or her feelings and
asking me for love.
50
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Like many people,
I wasn't aware I'd be
able to help so much.
I wouldn't be just helping kids, I'd be helping
their parents too. There
would be so little comthe person who gets to
mitment - I could
schedule weekends that wake up each morning and
were convenient for
remind another human being
me. If I wanted,
I could decide to work
what a miraculous blessing he
with only one gender
or age group, or speis to me and to the world. "
cialize in ethnicity.
Olive Crest had families in a three-county area and, wirh rhe shortage
of respire care providers, they needed me - rhey had enough families to fill any weekend I was willing to give.
I worried the kids visiting me wouldn't look forward to a home
so far away without other kids. I was right. My first visitor, a 12-yearold boy, was very angry to be separated from his friends . As soon as
the support counselor left, I sat down and told him how much I'd
think this stunk ifI were him. His strained polite mood quickly left
with a soft exhale. He started to get excited when I told him he was
completely in charge of the weekend. Should we go swimming and
then hit some balls at a batting cage? Perhaps go to the skate park or
local arcade? We both found it was truly a special treat for a child to
come to my home.
Foster kids are almost never only children. They must compete
for an adult's attention, and often times the only way they get it is
through bad behavior. At my home, the kids got undivided attention.
Other kids and other errands didn't affect them. Most important,
rhe attention was from an adulr who was excited to have them there.
Soon, three or four of my weekends each month were committed
to children.
One kid in particular came more often than others. After a year
of caring for him and another foster daughter, his foster family was
burning our, and they didn't like the reunification plan for his biological fami ly. I was asked ro consider taking him indefinitely. I'd
intended to say no, but in a strange waterfall of words, I found
myself saying yes on the phone quite loudly and clearly.
A week later I was a mom, and since then life has been good. We're
finally accumulating the pictures of him and his biological family char
he's never had. We honor them by keeping these pictures in our living
room along with the ones of him and me. Ir keeps them close in
between his weekly visits. While it seems like he's the one learning his
identity and where his path will lead, I find it_is really me who is
learning and beneficing from having him in my life. After all, I'm the
person who gets ro wake up each morning and remind another
human being what a miraculous blessing he is ro me and to the world.

''Im

To share an experience ''In Your Own Words, "contact Mike Haskins
for guidelines at (619) 260-4684 or mhaskins@sandiego.edu.
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For a complete event listing, log on to www.sandiego.edu. For sports information, log on to www.usdtoreros.com.
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22

24

Senior Thesis
Exhibition

School of law
Commencement

Featuring graduating art
major Mike Pearlman.
9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. The
Visual Arts Center,
Sacred Heart Hall, Room
102.Through May 7. Free.
Call (619) 260-2280.

9 a.m., Jenny Craig Pavilion. Call (619) 260-4528
or log on to http://graduation.sandiego.edu.

Theatre Arts Performance
"Relatively Speaking," by Alan Ayckbourn. The Old
Gl o be/University of San Diego professional actors
train ing program presents a hilarious romp that
has been a favorite farce for more than 20 years.
8 p. m. nightly, through May I, with a 2 p.m. matinee
on April 25. USD Studio Theatre. $8 general admission, $ 6 students, seniors and military. Tickets available at the University Center box office. Call (619)
23 1- 194 1, ext. 213 I.

Degheri Alumni Center
Dedication
Join alumni, staff and students for the grand
open ing of the Degheri Alumni Center and a
celeb rati on featuring music, food and a random
drawi ng for student prizes donated by Bert
Deghe ri '61. Call (619) 260-4819 or log on to
http://alumni.sandiego.edu.

4
Chamber Music Performance
"Theory in Action," by students of the Form and
Analysis class.Angela Yeung, director. 7:30 p.m.,
French Parlor, Founders Hall. Free. Call (619)
260-2280.

7
USO University Choir Concert
Veny Maldjieva, director.This concert of 20th century
choral masterpieces is a benefit concert for the
Anne Swanke Memorial Scholarship and the Sister
Rossi Scholarship. 8 p.m., Shiley Theatre, Camino
Hall. $8 general admission; $6 non-USD students,
seniors, USD faculty, staff and alumni; free to USD
students with ID. Repeats 2 p.m ., May 9. Call (619)
260-2280.

8
Faculty Recital

USO Symphony Concert
"Acco lades and Abellimenti," Angela Yeung, directo r. A musical salute to professors emeriti Henry
Kolar, Marjorie Hart and Ilana Mysior. Music by
Saint-Sae ns, Faure and Mozart. 8 p.m., Shiley
Theatre , Camino Hall. $8 general admission;
$6 non-USD students, seniors, USD faculty, staff
and al umni ; free to USD students with ID. Repeats
2 p.m., May 2. Call (619) 260-2280.

MAY

I
USO Choral Scholars Concert
"A Sacred Journey through the Ages," Veny
Maldjieva, director. Motets and spirituals representing e ight centuries of sacred music . 8 p.m., French
Parlor, Founders Hall. $8 general admission ;
$6 non-USD students, seniors, USD faculty, staff
and alumni; free to USD students with ID. Repeats
12: I 5 p.m., May 6, in Shiley Theatre. Call (619)
260-2280.

Kay Etheridge and Christopher Adler, duet pianists,
with special guest Morris Palter, percussion. Music
by Bartek and Stravinsky. 8 p.m., Shiley Theatre,
Camino Hall. $8 general admission; $6 non-USD
students, seniors, USD faculty, staff and alumni;
free to USD students with ID. Call (619) 260-2280.

Graduate Commencement
I p.m., Jenny Craig Pavilion. For graduate students
from the College of Arts and Sciences, School of
Business Administration, School of Education and
the Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science.
No tickets necessary. For information, log to to
http://graduation.sandiego.edu .

23
Undergraduate
Commencements
9 a.m., Jenny Craig Pavilion, College of Arts &
Sciences (excluding diversified liberal arts majors) ;
2 p.m., Jenny Craig Pavilion , for School of Business
Administration and diversified liberal arts majors.
There will be a commencement reception for all
graduates from I I a.m. to 12:45 p.m. in front of
the Hahn University Center. For information, log
to to http://graduation.sandiego.edu.

JUNE

2-6
International Waterkeeper
Alliance Conference
Sponsored by San Diego Baykeeper Alliance.
Keynote address by The Waterkeeper Alliance
national president, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. For
information, call (619) 758-7743 or log on to
www.sdbaykeeper.org.

10
Senior Thesis Exhibition
Featuring graduating art major Aracely Smith. 9:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m. The Visual Arts Center, Sacred Heart
Hall, Room 102.Through May 14. Free. Call (619)
260-2280.

13
Orange County Alumni
Happy Hour
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25-26

19

Character Education
Conference

"Career Opportunities in Event Management"
6-7 p.m., USD Manchester Executive Conference
Center. Free. Call (619) 260-5986.
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5-8 p.m. For information , log on to
http://alumni.sandiego.edu/orangecounty.htm.

Event Management Certificate
Program Open House
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The School of Education's International Center
for Character Education hosts its annual character
education conference. For information, log on to
www.sandiego.edu/soe/instcenter/icceacademy.htm .
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